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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Hydride reduction of carbonyl compounds is on0 of the most fundamental and 

basic reactions in organic syntlwsis and it has been utilized in a number of organic 

syntheses as a convenient and efficient method for converting a carbonyl functionality 

to an alcoholic hydroxyl group. A variety of reducing agents ha"e been developed 

to date, and experimental results using such r0agents can be found in a number of 

literatures. 1 

One extremely important aspect of this reaction is t hat when t he two fac0s of 

the carbonyl group have difl"crent envi ronm ents due to t he proximate geometrical 

environments, diastcrcomeric isomers arc to be produced. Tlw ratio of one isomer 

ov<'r the other depends on both the kind of the reducing reagents employed and 

reaction conditions. Spurred by the high needs in asymmet ric syntheses of complex 

natural products, much effo rts have been madc to devl'iop highl y st0 r0os0lective 

reducing agents. 

Although a very large number of successful results of s tcreos0kc t iv0 reductions 
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have !)('en reported, the fund amenta l reason for the observed stereosdectivity has not 

yet b('<'ll solved. Th is is p<ut ly becaus<' of lim itC'd information as to the mechanism 

and the nature of t he transition state of th(' twluction process. Non<'thelcss, S<'V<'ral 

<'mpirical and theoretical rationali zat ions h<LVC' bC'en reported in tlw li terature 2 5 

These rationalizat ions can be mainly divided into two catC'gori<'s, namely between 

transition state models and grou nd state models. 

The former models mainly consider the difference of the stabi li zation energy 

of activated complex of subst rates and reagents at the transition stale as the main 

factor for the resulting product rat ios. On t lw other hand , the latter ntodt>ls generally 

attribute the ground state properti es of the substrate to the observed stereochemical 

outcomes. 

By virtue of the recen t rapid progress in computer facilities, it has become avail

able to compare both propositions by sophisticated theoretical calcu lations which 

could never be performed some years ago at all. Nonethe less, there seems to be 

no general consensus about the valid ity of each model up to now. Therefore, more 

extensive' s tudy must be done to clarify the essential reason of the diastereofacial 

ste reoselecti vi ty of reel uction react ions. 

In the subsequent sec tions, previous typical empirical a ucl theo retical models 

reported to date wi ll be briefl y introduced a nd discussed in terms of their scope and 

limi tations. 
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1.1 1,2-Asymmetric Induction in Acyclic Syst em s 

In 1952, Cram and Abel Elhafez n•ported an empirical rationalization , which is 

now widely known as '·the Cram model" 6 They ('Xamined six typ('S of nucleophilic 

add it ion reactions on thirty five acyclic compounds. The inv('st igated reactions were 

the Grignard reaction , lithium aluminum hydride reduction , nwtal sodium reduc

tion in ethanol. aluminum isopropoxide reduction , sodium amalgam reduction of 

carbonyl compounds, and the reduct iou of oxirncs to amines with sodium amalgam. 

Close inspection led them to Llw famo us general principle , i.e .. ·' [n non-catalytic 

reactions of the type shown , t hal diast('r('omer will p1wlomiuat(' which would be 

form('d by the approach of the enleriug group from t h(' least hindered side of the 

double bond when the rotational conformatiou of the C C bond is such that the 

double bond is flanked by the two least bulky groups attached to the adjac('nt asym

metric centPr'' (Figure 1-l(a))" 

Although their modd was wickly aCT('pted as a useful rationaliz<ttion for a predic

tion of the predomin<tnt product in such reactions, it suffered from the obscurity of 

detc•rmining the order of bulki ness of substituents (S, lVI, L) <tttached ou an <tdj<tcent 

asyi!Jmetric center. 

Cmm 's model was ('Xtcuded to compounds having polar substituents such as 

chlorine by Cornforth/ and this variant is called "the Com forth model'' . In this 

model , it is assumed that polar groups play the role of the largest su bstituC'nt (L) in 

the Cmm model. The reason for the inclin<ttiou of the polar group pos itioning anti 

with respect to the carbonyl group w<ts tho ught to ori gi n at(' from t ll r dipoiC'-dipoif" 

repu lsion between the pola r substit uent and t l1e high ly pol<triz('d meta l-oxygen bond. 
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(a) T he Cram (Cornforth) mode l 

(b) The Karabatsos model 

(c) The Felkin model 

~~L L~-
R R 

Major Minor 

F ig ure 1-1. Transition state conformat ions of the rcpr<'sentat.ivc mode ls for 1,2-
asymrnctric ind uction. (a) T he Cmm (Cornforth ) model (top), (b) the Karabatsos 
model (middle) , and (c) the Fc lkin model (bottom)). S , M, L ~ ig ni fic~ t he cffcctiv<' 
bu lk iness of t he substitucnts (S = s lll a ll , M = midd le, L = l;ngc). 
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Karabatsos also presented similar empiriut l model for J ,2-asymmctric induction 

in 1967.8 He suggested t hat t he preferential approach of a nucleophile to the carbonyl 

occurs from the ste ri call y less hindered side , bu t, in cont rast to the Cram model , 

with the medium sized group (f\ 1) ecl ipsed with the carbonyl.(Figure 1- l (b)). 

1.2 Daube n 's Product D ev e lopment Control 

Hypothesis 

Generalization of the stf'n'osdectivity obsPrved in cyclic ketones was fi rs t made 

by Barton , who suggf'strd that predominant ax ial attack occurs on unhindered cy

clohexanones_g Richer focused on the steric interaction exerted by tlw two axial 

hydrogens at C2 and C6 of cydohexanone upon I he equatorial approach of nucle

ophi le. 10 

An empirical rule for the stcreosdectivity of nucleophilic add itions to relati vely 

unhindered rigid cycl ic ketones was then formulated by Dauben in 1956. 11 He pro

posed "prod uct development control" hypothesis based on Ba rton's suggestion. He 

and co-workers examined hydride reductions of a lkylcyclohcxanon(•s with lithium 

aluminum hydride , sodium borohydridc, and a luminum isopropoxide, and intf'r

prPted the results based on au assumption of the late transition sta t(• and the tlwr

modynamic stability of the resulting alcohols. 

The validi ty of t his hypothesis was inten siv<'ly disputed by others. Later it was 

suggested t hat the product dcvelopmPnt control is no t the determinative factor of 

the 1r-facia l preference by Brown el al. who performed kinet ic analysis of sodium 

borohyd ri de reduction of acetaldehyde and found that thC' activation enthalpy of thC' 
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red uction is vcry small (t:..f11 = 7.6 kcal mol 1
) contrary lo t iH' assumption of the 

late lrausition slate a.ssu mpl ion of tlw producl dcvclopmeul control hypolhcsis. 12 

Cons<'quently. it was establi shed that t h<' transition stale of hyd ride reduc tion ap

pears at an early stage of t he reaction, aud the product ratios should lw dictated 

kineticall y, not t hermodyna micall y. 

1.3 The Felkin-Anh Model 

Cram's model and Kambatsos' mod<'l (s<'cl ion 1.1 ) S<'emed to be widely appli

cable to a variety of op<'n-chain molecules. In the case of cyclic ketones, however, 

the effect of the vari a tion of the size of the substit ueuts on adjacent carbons has 

been found to be unaccountable with t hese c•xplauations. ln this context, Pclkin, in 

1968, proposed a novel transition stale hypothesis for nucleophilic add it ion reactions 

which is applicable to both acyclic and cyclic ketones based on the assumption of 

reactan t-like transition slale. 13
• 

14 In the case of cyclic ketones, he pointed out t he 

presence of larger torsional s train in t he equatorinl transit ion state of nucleophilic 

add it ions to cyclohcxanone tb<tn in the 'txi<tl transition stale , and explained the 

observed stercoseleclivity in terms of the difference of t hi s slc ric strain. 14 In lhe 

case of acycl ic systems, he assumed that the largest group on an adjacent carbon 

(L) occupies t he anliperiplanar position with respect to the incoming nucleophile 

in order lo minimize the torsional strain with nearby allylic bonds at the t ransit ion 

stale (Figure l -1(c)). 

Eight years later , Anh and Eisenstein carri ed oul ab inil.io calculations using min

imal basis set (ST0-3G) to compare rrlalivc rucrgics of the transition slate corre-
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sponding to Cram's, Karabatsos' , and Pel kin 's mockl. 15 17 li e chose 2-chloropropanal 

and 2-methylbutanal as model compounds for hydride reduct ion and located a bear 

hydride at 1.5 A distance on tiH' normal plane with respect to the carbonyl 1r plane, 

with other bond lengths and bond angiPs being fixed at the standard geoniC'trirs. He 

then changed the position of the substit;uents on tiH' asymmetric carbon to evaluate 

the differenc<' of the total energies of each conformation. The results of these cal

culations obYiously supported the Fclkiu model as the most plausibk one, since the 

most stable and the second most stable transition stat<' conformation on the c•nergy 

surface corresponded to the two t ransition s tructures predict<'d by Fclkiu. The most 

stable one corresponded to the conformation which leads tot he major product, and 

the second most stab I<' one corresponded to the conformal ion which leads to the 

minor product. Both of them are staggered couformatiou, i.e .. the largest group 

(L) occupies the anti peri planar posit ion with respect to the· forming 1-1 - · · ·C bond. 

Other conformations corresponding to both Cram's and the Karabatsos' model are 

energetically higher than the conformations proposed by Felkin and, furthermore. 

they arc not at energy minima on the potential energy surface. 

An important contribution made by Anh to Fclkin's vrrsion of the Cram model 

is the incorporation of the ·'non-perpendicular attack" notion. This notion hitd 

been proposed by Biirgi et al. , who had reported a series of paprrs dealing with the 

reaction paths at t he trigonal carbon ccnt<'rs.18 22 Crystallographic studies on several 

ketones, supplemented by ab initio model calculations,23 rc vcitled that nudeophiles 

approach to the carbonyl at an average a ngle of 107° wit h respect to lhP C=O 

double bond. At this approitcbing angle , stcric interact ion between a nucleophile 

and subst ituents on il.n adjacent carbon is minimized when th<' S group ft anks ncar 
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Major Minor 

F ig ure 1-2 . An h's intcrprf'tation of thf' F'dk in modd for acyclic s tereo differf'nti a
tiou. 

s 

.. . . 
~ 

' ', cr*c-L 
)----

S Small group 
M Medium group 
L Large (polar) group 

F igure 1-3 . Secondary orbital interaction scheme of t he F'clkin type transition state 
of nucleophilic add it ion to acycl ic ketones proposed by An h. 

the R group (Figurf' 1-2). 

Another very im portant suggestion is t ha t t he energy d iA.ercnce of each t ransit ion 

statf' con formation a risf's from t he SC'conclary orbital in te ract ion between the higlwst 

occupied molecula r orbi tal (HO MO) of t il(' nuclco ph ilc a nd the CT* orbi tal of the 

ant iperi planar C· L (L = CI or Me) bond nf'x t to til e carbonyl group of t he substrate 
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(Figure 1-3). T his implies thnt the transition state is supposC'd to be electron-rich , 

and it should gain extm stabilizatiou by el<'ctron dclocaJi~ation from th<' u orbital of 

the fon11ing bond (uNu···c) into the u* orbi tal of the adjac<'ul ac-c<'pto r bond (u(. L)· 

1.4 Supporting Evide nce of the Staggere d Model 

Anh 's resu lts W<'r<' latC'r reconfirmed by tl1<' more sophisticated ab imlw calcu

lations pNformcd by Houk et al2
'
1
•
25 Th<'y investigated the transition st ructures of 

nucleophilic (hydride), electrophilic (proton and 131-1 3 ) , and radical (hydrog<'n atom) 

addition reactions to propene·. Th <' transition s tate g<'Oill f'tr if's W<'r<' optimiz<'d us

ing the gradimt m<'thod for the first tim<' . Approaching trajectories of in coming 

species vary dC'pending on t h<' typ<' of react ion. but a ll transition states It a,·<' stag

gerc•d conformation , i. e. with one C 1-1 bond on the adjacent methyl group ori ents 

anti peri planar with r<'spect to the formin g bond between the carbon and the attack

ing species. These structures correspond to the staggered transi lion state model 

proposed by Anh (Figure 1-2) . The transition state structures of nucleophilic and 

radical addi t ion reaction calculated by Houk have an additional unique feature. 

The incom ing species approaches the central carbon atom of propene at an angle 

of 123° for a hydride and 102° for a hydrogen radical, both away from the termi

nal carbon atom of the double bond. This nonpcrpcndicular approaching angles 

arc in agreement wit h t he a forementioned Bi.irgi-Dunitz trajC'ctory (mean value is 

107° for aminoketoncs) . They interpreted these reaction paths in terms of favorable 

interaction between the fron t ier orbitals. 

The preferen ce of the stagge red confonnation of tlw adjacC'ut group was first in -
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terpreted in terms of unfavorable secondary orbital interaction lwtw<'en t.he frontier 

orbitals of reagents and substmtes. N>lllwly, methyl group rotates such t hat the 

antibouding interact ion of the HOJ\IO of th~ hydride with the LU 10 of the methyl 

group of propene, and conversely that of the HOMO of the methyl group with the 

LUJ\10 of the hydride arc min i m i zr•d 2~ Successively they claimed that tlw dosed 

shell repu lsion between tht' partially formed bond and the adjacent u-bond is rf'

sponsible for the staggered structurc. 25 l n any C\'cnt, t hey assumed electronic effects 

(hyperconjugative effects) arc of k ss importance for thf' preference of the staggered 

st ructure than the s tcric demand at. the transit ion s tate. 

1.5 The Cieplak Model 

Cieplak presented a completely novel interpretation to explain the stcreochf'mical 

outcomes obserTed in uucleophilic addition reactions to cycl ic ketones in 1981. 26 !-l is 

proposal has been a subjt·ct of a number of in tense debates (most recent review 

on this subject is rf'f 27) . In contrast to the prev ious suggestions, he stated "the 

very definition of the incipient bond sugges ts that this bond is intrins ically electron 

deficient'' . From this point of view, he placf'd more importance on hyperconjugative 

interaction between the elec tron rich uc:- L ( L = H or C) bond and the partia lly 

formed bond rather t han t he hyperconjugation bf'tween t he elec t.rou deficient u*c:- L 

bond and the electron ri ch incipient nucleophile-carbon bond (Figure 1-4). The 

mechanism of electron dclocalization is n•vf'rsf'd with respect to that of t llf' Felkin

Anh model. He mostl y argued his hypothesis with the stabi lizat ion energy at the 

trausit ion state, which is ex pressed as , 
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Figure 1-4. l-lypNronjugativr interaction drsnihed by Cieplak. 

(1.1 ) 

where SE( u, u' 1) represents the st abilizalion encrgv, in which u, is the filled u 

orbital of the adjacent a ll y li e bonds and u* 1 is the vacant orbital of thr forming 

bond , S2u;u*1 is the o,·erlap integral of u, and u*b and !l.c: (u, u' 1) is the energy 

separation between u, and u'1. 

The differences of reaction rates at the axial and th<' equatorial face of cyclohexanc-

based sys tems were rational ized with the vari ation of SE(u;, u*1). To explain the 

origin of the difference of SE(u;, u*1), lw introduced the assumption of the order 

of elect ron donation ability of uc- c <tnd uc- n orbital. He proposed that the C 1-1 

bond has larger donating ability t han the C C bond based on several spectroscopic 

evidences wh ich seem to support hi s notion (e.g. the Bak0r-Nat.han rffect) . This 

assumption bas brought about tremendous amounts of debates among organic as 

well as theoretical chem ists. For instance , llouk and co-workers refuted this as-

sumption based on the experimental an d theon'tical investigation of inonizat ion 
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potentials of mcthylpiperidinPs28 Heathcock discovcr<'d that th<' antipcriplanarity 

in Anh sense is mon' important in 1,2-asymmct ric ind uction in ac·yclic compounds. 

On the othc•r hand , some experimental cbc·mists <UP in favo r of t hP Ci<'plak modC'! 

and explained th<'i r work with hi s model. IP Nob!<' ef. al. interpreted bis resu lts 

on adamantanonc dcrivati,·cs in tPnns of tlw Cieplak modd 29 i\lchta et al. simi

larly rationalized thP stc reoselcct ivity of bicyclo[2.2. l ]h<'ptanones with this modcl. 30 

Halterman also supported this model based on his findings about diarylcyclopen

tanorws a nd diarykyclopentadicncs. 31 •32 Senda carried out inn•stigalions of 2- and 

3-methoxyryclobexanones and supported t hi s n1odcl. 33•·31 

Although such a number of successful applications to cyclic ketones have l)('en 

reported, there is one crucial problem in this model. Stcr<'ochcmical outcome PX

hibited by acyclic carbonyl compounds can mrC'!y bC' rationalized by his model. 

1.6 Effects of Polar Groups 

As briefly noted Parli er (section 1.4, page 9), Houk conducted a se ries of tran

sition state calcu lations and concluded that the torsional st rain proposed by Felkin 

and the antiperiplanarity and the nonperpcndicular attack suggested by Auh arc 

generally valid in nucleophilic as well as electrophi li c reactions. 

To accou nt for the selectivity of nuckophilic as well as clcctrophilic additions to 

acyclic systems and some rigid cycl ic ketones having polar substituent , he invoked 

the elecLrostatic in tcraction argument, i.e., attractive or repu lsive ekctrosta tic in

teraction between t he reagen t and t he polar groups in the subst rate controls th<' 

selecti vity. 35 39 Adcock's work on aclamantanoncs40 and Wipf 's rqJort on di enon<' 
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dNiv~tivcs41 seem to support this argu JJJ C'Ill. 

1. 7 Orbital Distortion Model 

1. 7.1 Klein's Model 

Eff<'ct of the spatial extension of mol<'cu lar orbit~! on sl<'rC'odl<'miral prE'fNcncC' 

was first poin ted out by J<l ciu in 197342 1-lc ~ud co-workers first iuterprC'LC'd the 

rC'sults of reduction of a lkylsubslit utcd cyclohcxanones with lithium t ri-t-butoxy

alum inum hydride iu terms of the FC'!kin torsional model. 43 Latc·r he changed his 

interpretation so as to explain the resu lts of hydroboration of mrthylC'necyclohex

anes44 Three _vcars after that, he again changed his interpretation ~nd proposed 

a new concept, which for the first time took into account the possibility of differ

ent extension of the 1r and 1r* orbitals might iufturuce th<' stcrcoch<'mical course 

of uucleophi lic as well as <'icct rophi li c reactions. ~k asserted that hypcrconjugative 

interaction between the 1r orbital at the double bond aud symmetri cal o-* orbitals 

of {J-C C bonds (C2 C3, C5 CG) resu lts in accumu lation of more electron densities 

on t he equatori al side of t he double bond iu the case of mcthylcnrc,,clohcxancs, 

whereas hyperconjugation involving 1r* orbital at the carbonyl and symnwtrical o

orbitals at t he {J-C C bonds Jll akes thC' 1r* orbita l at the carbonyl more extend to 

the axial s ide in the case of cyclohcxanones. In his model , C'kctrophili c additions 

to methylenecycloh<'xanes a rc cxpcd<'d to be facilitated from t he <'q uatori al side , 

whereas nucleophilic additious to cydohC'xanoues would prcfC'rcut.ially occur from 

the ~xial s ide. 

The problem is th~t his interp rclatiou is solely based 011 qnal i t ~t ivr argumC'nts 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1-5 . Hyperconjug~ttivc interact ion between (a) uc c ~tnd rr, (b) u• c - c and 
rr·, (c) u·c- c and rr, and (d) uc c and rr• proposed by l<l<'in. 

and no theoretical basis was pr<'sentrd. Indeed , according to the r<•cenl ab initio 

theoretical s tudy by Frenkiug et al.,45 the extens ion of the rr orb it al at the exo-

methylene bond of methylenecyclohexane bas been rcve~tled to be largely dis torted 

toward the ax ia l side , not to til(' equatorial side. 

1. 7.2 Other Empirical Orbital Distortion Models 

Another em pirical model which centered on orbital d istortion was presented by 

Liotta46
•
47 He pointed out t he in teraction between t he rr orbita l and adjacent uc _11 

bond causes t he antisymmclrica l orbital extens ion with r<'s pcct to the nodal plmJC 

of t he double bond in tl' rms of basically qual itat ive a rgumc·nts. Late r, he <'St im atcd 
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tlw degree of orbitRI distortion qu~t! itatively using t he sign of t lw second-order per

turbation coefficients48 He Rlso reported a theo retical study which focused on the 

analysis of the trajectory of attacking nucleophile, 49 but the validity of thi s treat

ment is uncertain. 

Hudec suggested the distortion of 71"* orbital based on the "twist angle approach" 

t.heoryso This model hRs rarely been used since it leads to in orrect conclusions in 

a number of cases29 

1.7.3 Orbital Mixing Rule 

A theoretical explanation of the mechanism of orbital distortion was put forward 

bv Fukui et a/. 51 •52 They had derived a general mathematical expression for the 

mechanism of deformation of molecular orbital caused by the mixing of other atomic 

orbitals using perturbation thcorys3•
54 They focused on the sign of the coefficient 

of the second order term in the pNturbed molecular orbital wave function. This 

coefficient was used as an indicator of a phase relationship of intramolecular orbi tal 

mixing. 

They successfully explaim'd scwral 71"-face selections using this techuique , such 

as exo-selectivity of norbornen e, Dicls-Aider reactions of 5-substitutcd cyclopenta

dienes, etc., although some ra ised critical debates about t he validity of this mode! 28•55 

1. 7.4 Frenking's Interpretation 

Asymmetric orbital extension was recousidered as a fundamental source of the 

stereoselection at t he beginn ing of the 90's. F'renking e/, a.l. carried out ab in·i-
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tio molecular orbital calculation of cyclobcxanone and 3-fluorocyclohcxauone at the 

Hartrec-Fock 3-21G levcl. '15 They a lso located transition state structun•s of lithium 

hydride (Li H) addition to them at the same lev<'! of theory and evahmted relative 

energies using the l\loller-Plesset second order perturbation theory56 and 6-3JG* 

basis set. They found that the LUMO of cycloiH'xanone largely deviates from sym

metry with respect to tbe 1r-nodal pl;me: the LUi\10 at the carbonyl carbon largely 

extends toward the axial direction. They also showed that the same feature of or

bital distortion is found in methylenecyclobexane in contrast to Klein 's proposition 

(sec section 1.7.1 , page 13). They stated that tlw Cieplak moe!!' I is "paradoxical'., 

since it violates the frontier molecular orbital theory, and that 1 he observed axial 

prefc.rence in addition reactions to 3-substitu1ed cyclobcxanones ··can be explained 

without difficulties by the fronticr-orbital lllodel."' 

The mechanism of orbital distortion was discussed based on the fact that the 

1r* orbital interacts bctter with t he ac 11 orbitals rather 1 han the ac- e orbitals 

according to the Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses. 57 

1.7.5 Dannenberg's PPFMO Model 

Most recent approach attributing the reason of the diaster<'ofaeial stcreoselectiv

ity to asymme ric orbital extension was made by Dannenberg et a/. 58 60 They have 

proposed a new quantitative model , which 1 hey call "Polarized 7r-Fronticr i\lolec

ula r Orbital (PPFI\10) Model". In general, p-orbitals of unsaturated portion of a 

molecule are unsymmetrical due to the proximate geometrica l environment. Pre

dictions by means of thr frontier molecu lar orbital (FMO) thcory arc not suitable 

in such situations. Consequently, they exteuded the concept of the Fi\110 1 h<'ory to 
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the cases where 1r orbitals arc rigorously asynmtetric. Their procedure requires con

struction of a p-orbital from three independent orbitals, namely atomic p-function 

and additional two s-ty pe gaussian fun ctions having opposit<• signs, each of tbem 

placed at an appropriate di stance from the nodal plane of the 1r system (A +> X- ). 

Then the entire molecula r orbital is optimized un til it fulfill s the requirc•m(•nt of the 

convergence criterion generally imposed on se lf-consistent field (SCF) calcula tion. 

The difference of the resulting coefficients on the two supplemental s-type gaussian 

functions (c+, c_) will then beconte a predictive indi cator of -rr-or bi tal polarization 

(p), 

Their method seems to have several advantages. It dPmands !itt](• time, as the re

quired geometry optimizations can be prrforuwd with sem i-em pirica l Ai\1 1 method.61 

i\loreover, molecular orbital calculation can be done using inexpensive minimal bas is 

set (ST0-3G ). Nonetheless, the reported results of their calculation arc surpri singly 

in good agreement with experimental results of simple metal hydride reductions of 

a number of carbonyl compounds59 and deuteration and sufenylation of su bstituted 

a1kenes.60 

However, there seem to be some inherent problems in thi s model. Firstly, the use 

of the AMl method for geometry optimizations is quest iouable. Siner the shape of 

the molecular orbi tal may be substantially afrected by molecular st ructurc , this level 

of optim ization could lead to incorrect orbital extension in so111e ca~es where their 

difference between the two faces is small. Sccoudly, MO coefficients were deterllliued 
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with ST0-3G, which might cau~c erroneous assignments of tlw direction of orbital 

extension due to the low precision of the bas is set. 

1.7.6 Charge D ensity Study of Cyclohexanone 

Recently, orbital distortion model was subjected to a S<'V<'rc scrutiny by Shi 

and Boyd in 199362 ThPy carried out charge density stud y using the Atoms in 

~lo l rcules (A n!) theory developed by Bad<'r. 63
·
64 They also rcportPd transition state 

calcu lat ions of additions of LiH to cyclohrxanonr and 4-chlorocyclohexanone. 

Within the AIM scheme of charge d istribu tion study, they investigated the Lapla

cian of the charge dens ity (\7 2p) in the valcnc<' shell of cyclohrxanonP, and concluded 

that th<' unsymmetrical charge concentration betw<'en tlw two faces of the carbonyl 

group has no signi ficance for the selectivity. They also suggested that the face se

lection is simply the result of the differing electrostatic field around the carbonyl 

function based on the transition state calculations. 

1.8 Summary and Objectives of This Work 

Each rationalizatiou introduced so far has both their adherents and critics. At 

present, two transition state models, i.e. , the Fclkin-Anh model and the Cieplak 

model, seem to have a general accPptanc<'. The Felkin-An h model has widely 

been used bas ically in explaining a.~yuJmctric induction of acyclic compounds. The 

Cieplak model has been support<'CI by numerous cxpcrim<'ntal r<'sults of confonna

tionally rigid cycl ic ketones. W hPn polar groups a rc prC'sent in a subsl rat<', tlw 

electrostatic interaction has bern in voked to expla in otherwise inc•xplicablc high SC'-
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l~ctivity. Nonetheless, t lw ground stat~ model , which basically reli~s 011 the frontier 

orbital theory as its base, has still sonwtim~s bc~n invoked to explain tlw sekct ivity 

by both theor~tical and ~xperinwnlal ch~mists. 

Ju the n~xt chapter (Chapter 2), the significance of tlw orbital cff~cts upon th~ 

1r-facial diastereoselcct.ivity of cyclolwxanone derivatives will lw scrutiniz~d with 

iutroducing a new tlworetical parameter, the EFOE density value, as an indicator 

of the magnitude of the LUI\10 ~xtension at the v~ry frontier of a mol~cule, where 

the reaction initially takes place. ll will be shown that orbital ~ff(•ct is ind~~d of 

substantial significance on the stN~osdcctiou of c.vcloh<'xanon~s in contrast to the 

r~cent several criticisms. lt will be also shown that neither the st~ric strain nor the 

hypercoujugative stabi li zation is important for the stereosdectivity of cyclohexanone 

systems. 

ln Chapter 3, the same m<'thod will be ~mployedlo investigate a wide ,·ariety of 

cyclic ketones. Those compounds whose se lectivities have b~~n intNpreted with the 

transition state models and the d~ctrostatic arguments will b<' mainly considered. 

Unlike six-m~mber~d ketones, other factors other than the orbital effect may be 

important for those systems. The rclativ~ importance of each factor will be compared 

to uncover the origin of 1r-facial scl~ctivity of those compounds. 
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EFOE Model 

Several earlier models hav~ been introduced in the pr~vious chaptN. Although 

each of them has succeeded iu ~xplaining tr-facial s tereosekctivity to some extent. 

there are still on-going d~bat~s as to which nwckllwst describ~s th~ ~ssentia l factor 

for t he stereoselectivity. 

From th is viewpoint , we h av~ devised a new quantitative, qunntum chem ical 

method in order to evaluate the magnitude of the fronti er orbital effects on nucle

ophilic addition reactions to ca rbonyl compounds. The thc•orct ical bas is of this new 

method will be introduced in the first part of this chapter , and tben, its ve rsat ility 

will be examined first wit h cydobexnnon~ and then with alkyl-substituted C''d ohcx

anones as representative mod~ I compounds of sim ple metal hydrid~ reduction in the 

l att~ r part of this chapter. 

20 
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2.1 Transition State of Hydride R eduction of 

Cy clohexanone 

21 

Experimental results of nl<'tal hyd ride red uction of 4- lert-butylcyclohexanone 

in the solut ion phas e have been know n to have the followi ng featurl's : (i) hydride 

preferentially attacks from the more hindered axial side. For example, lithium alu

minum hyd ride (Li AIH 4 ) red uction of 4-tet·t-hutylcyclohexanon<· was reported to 

have a pproximately 90% ax ial sclcc ti vity6 5
•66 And (ii ) the activation enthalpy of 

this react ion is very low . T he fo rm er indicates stcri c fac to r alone wou ld not he 

the controlling factor for t h<' stereosclccti vity and impl ies elect ronic factor should 

be taken into accou nt. The lntter feat ur<' is genera lly S<'<'n in metal hydric!<.> reduc

t ion. For instance, reduction of accton <' with sodium borohydride is VN :V Pxothermic 

(6.. H 0 = - 128.2 kcal mol- 1
) ,

67 and til!' act ivation enthalpy is only ~HI= 7.6 kcal 

mol - 1 
.
68 T he kinetic analys is of sodium borohydridc reduction of 4- tert-bu ty lcyclo

hexanone in 2-propanol bas b!'en re ported and the observed act ivation enthalpy is 

5. 7 ± 0.2 kcal moi- 1
, and t he act ivation en tropy (t:.. Sl ) is - 44.7 ± 0.3 cu. The sub

stantial negative activation ent ropy indicates thi s react ion has a somewhat com pact 

t ransit ion state. 69 Even in t he case of somewhat bulkier red ucing reagent, such as 

Li AI(O Bu ' )3 H, the activation Nlthalpy t:..H l ra nges from 5.8 to 8.2 kcal mol- 1and 

the activation entropy t:..Sl varies from - 33 to - 42 eu. 70 In t he gas phas<'. non- ex

istence of activation ba rrie r for the ax ia l attack of hydride has been suggested . 71 In 

fact, a lmost exclusive ax ia l select ivity of cyclohexanone (99:1) was observ<'cl in are

cent experiment using a lkoxysi!iconate hydr id!'s as a hydric!<' sourcen This strongly 

indicates that t he stercosclect ivity observed in stcri ca ll y uncl <'manding meta l hydric!<' 
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reduction of cyclohcxanone is solely governed by the intrinsic natur<' of the substrate, 

since neither solvent effects nor cou nter-cation effects arc r<'lcvant to the ga<; phase 

scl<'ctivity. 

According to the Ham mond postulate, 73 til<' small activation <'nlhalpies indicate 

th<' transition state of the reduction process genPrally appears at an early stage 

along the reaction coordinat<', and t he structure of the subst rate at tlw transition 

state is expected to be very similar to that at the ground state. T he earliness of 

the transit ion state in these reactions has been confirmed with t hroret ical calcu la

tions. Frenking et al. calcu lated the axial and the equatorial transition states of 

lithium hydride add ition to cyclohcxanonc as a model of lithium aluminum hydride 

reduction at the Hartrec-Fock level using 3-21G basis set and evaluated the relative 

energies including electron correlation dl"ccts with the ;\loller-Plesscl perturbation 

theory up to second order (i\IP2) 56 using 6-31G* basis set with th<' fro~cn geometries 

obtained using 3-21G basis s<'t (i.e., i\ IP2/6-3JG*//HF/3-21G) 1 5 Houk et al. also 

calcu lated the same model. 35 The gcometri<'s were optimized at t he HF / 3-21G level 

and t he energies were compu ted with H F /6-31 G* // HF /3-21 G level of theo ry. Cal

culated energy diH.erence between t he eq uatori al and axial tra nsition stales at these 

levels were 1.0 kcal mol - 1 (HF /3-21G), 35 1.8 kcal mol - 1 (HF /6-3 JG * //HF/3-21G)/5 

and 1.4 kcal mol- 1 (M P2/6-31 G* //HF /3-2 1G)45 respectively. T hese transition state 

energy differences arc app roxim ate ly in good agreement with the experimental prod

uct ratio of axial (equatorial attack) and equatorial (a,x ial a.ltack) alcohols (10: 90) 

observed in the reduction of 4-te?·t-butylcyclobexanone.s5,66 

Figures 2-1 and 2-2 show the ax ial and the equatorial transition stale structures 

of Li H addition to cyclobexanonc at V>trious levels of theory inc lud ing th(' resu lts 
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reported by FrPnking and Honk pPrformed at tlw IIF /3-2 JG level , an d se lected 

geometrical paramct<'rs a rc li st<>d in Table 2- 1 and Table 2-2. Compu tat ional detail s 

arC' ckscribcd in App<'Bdix A on page 129. 

At the I-IF /3-2 1G kvd , th<' distance between t lw hydric!<' and the carbonyl carbon 

(H· ··C) is 2.057 A in t lw axial tra11sition s tate and 2.027 A in the equatorial transi

tion stale, indicating possibk earliness of the transitio11 stall'. The ax ial transition 

state is slightly carliN with respect to t he Pquatorial transition state as indic-ated 

by t he longer J-1. · ·C distance (0.030 A) of the former. 

The structures obtained with higher t hl'oret ical kvrls arc all quite similar. Basis 

set dependence of optimized structnres s!'ems to be• small , but bond kngths in cyclo

hcxanone moiety become gciwrally shorter at the HF/6-31G* and HF/6-3ll ++G** 

levels than the HF/3-21G le,·pJ. However, wlwn the electron corre lat ion cff<>c-l is 

taken into account, slight elongation of these bonds is obse iYcd. Furthermore, the 

length of the partially fo rming bond (H· ··C) becomes longer than that obtained 

at the Hart rPe-Fock levels. J-1. · ·C distance obtained with t lw r- 1P2 lcvrl is 2.286 

A in t he axial transition state and 2.250 A in the equatorial transit ion state , both 

much longer than t he corresponding bond l<>n gths of 1.971 A in t he axial TS and 

1.965 A in the equatorial TS at the HF / 6-31G* level. This feat nrc becomes more 

rrlevant when the t hree paramct('r-hybrid exchange functional of Brckc74 • 75 and the 

gradient-corrected corr<'lat ion fun ctional of Lre, Van, and Parr76 implemented on 

Gaussian 94 su ite of program 77 were used for the density functional nwthod (ab

breviated as 83LYP method 78
) . In this case, the J-1. · ·C bond lengths become much 

longe r than those obtained at the M P2 level. Tbr electron corre lation cfl"cct on till' 

length of the 1-1· · ·C bond in t ra nsiti on structures of Li i-1 addition has never been 
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(a) HF/3-2 1G 
Ax i a i T~ 

I I 

2.057 \ 93.4 : 1.75 1 
' 

(b) HF/6-3 1G* 

~ 
1.97 1 \ 99.3 i 1.789 

' 
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Equatori al TS 

1. 736 

96-~---
',, , I 730 

2.029 

F ig ure 2-1. Axial (left) and equatorial (right ) lransitiou stair slructur<'s of Li l-1 
add ition to cyclohcxanonc. (a) HF'/3-21G , (b) HF/6-31G* i<'v<'i. Bond lengths arc 
given in A. 

described in the literature. This substantial elongation of the J-1. · ·C bond suggests 

that the transition slate of hydride reduction of cyclohexanone possibly appears at 

a very early s tage of the reaction. 

The energy differences (6E) of the axial and equatorial transition stales arc 

collected in Table 2-3. Dependence on the levels of ca.lculalions employed seems to 

be mar 'i na!. The energy di fference at t he MP2/6-31G* / /~ 1 P2/6-3 1G* level is 1.24 

kcal mol- 1
, 0.61 kcal mol- ' sma ll e r t han t hat ohtain0d at t he II F/6-31G*// HF'/6-
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(c) HF/6-3 1 I ++G** 

(d) MP2/6-3 J G* 

~ 
I I 

2 286 \ 95 .3 i 1.841 
I 

(e) B3LYP/6-3JG* 

~ 
2.542 \ 89.8 ;'1 .8 19 

I 

---~-846 
96.4 ' 

',,) 687 

25 

Figure 2-2 . Axial (left) and equatorial (ri ght) transition sLate st ructures of LiH 
addition to cyclohexanonc (cont inu ed). (c) Hr/6-3 ll++G**, (d) ~ IP2/6-3 1G *, (c) 
83LYP /6-31G* level. Bond lengths arc given in A. 
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Table 2-1. Selected Geom<'!,ri cal Paramdcrs of t lw Transition State Structu res of 
Lil-1 Addition to Cyclohexanonc 

3-21G 6-3 JG* 
ClX eq aT eq 

bond length (A) 
1-l ···C 2.0571 2.0278 1.9713 1.9647 
H Li l. 7245 1. 7301 1.7020 1.7022 
Li 0 J. 7506 1.7359 1.7885 1.7923 
Cc =o 0 1.2704 1.2711 1.2460 1.2460 
Cc=o c., 1.5124 1.5101 1.5137 1.5128 
Co 1-l a.x 1.0808 1.0796 1.0921 1.0825 
C., 1-leq 1.0908 1.0 05 1.0825 1.0825 
C., cfl 1.5361 1.5544 1.5292 1.5419 

bond angle (0
) 

1-1 Cc=o 0 93.4 96.4 99.3 99.6 
Cc=o 0 Li 97.7 96.9 9~.2 93.9 
0 Li 1-1 92.8 92.2 91.3 91.2 
Li 1-1 Cc =o 7'1.2 74.5 75.3 75.4 

torsion angle (0
) 

Co Cc=o C., CfJ 43.2 62.6 39.9 60.7 

31G* level. When the density functional method was employed , it becomes 1. 70 

kcal mol - 1, in good agreement with the experim ental axial and equatorial ratio of 

the reduction of 4-lel"l -butylcyclohcxanonc. 

Energies computed with removal of li thium hydride from Llw transition state 

structures with other atoms bring fixed will give rough estimates for the strain en-

crgy of t he ring at the transition state (Table 2-4). Frenking suggested based on 

their results at the MP2/6-31G*/ / HF/3-21G level that cyclohexanone ri ng in the 

equatori al transition state is less strai ned compared to that in the ax ial t ransition 

state.'15 However, with t he larger basis set , the axial transition st.ate becon1 es l0ss 
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Table 2-2. Selected Geometrical Parameters of the Transition State Structures of 
LiH Addition to Cyclohexanone 

6-3 ll ++G** MP2/6-3JG* B3LYP /6-31G* 
a:~; eq ax eq ax eq 

bond length (A) 
R ··C 1.9801 1.9701 2.2863 2.2495 2.5418 2.4031 
H Li 1.6731 1.6715 1.6842 1.6870 1.6629 1.6624 
Li 0 1. 7850 1. 7891 1.8412 1.8460 1.8186 1.8121 

Cc=o 0 1.2414 1.2414 1.2607 1.2618 1.2512 1.2540 

Cc=o Ca 1.5130 1.5125 1.5092 1. 5066 1.514 7 1.5143 
Co Hax 1.0931 1.0830 1.1027 1.0938 1.1042 1.0946 
Co H cq 1.0825 1.0828 1.0938 1.0933 1.0940 1.0937 
Co c/3 1.5286 1.5411 1.5291 1.5421 1.5384 1.5513 

bond angle (0
) 

H Cc=o 0 98.7 99.1 95.3 96.4 89.8 92.4 
Cc=o- 0 - Li 93.9 93.6 94.7 94.0 97.8 96.1 
0 Li- H 92.1 91.9 100.5 99.5 108.6 105.0 
Li H Cc=o 75.2 75.4 69.5 70.1 63.8 66.4 

torsion angle (0
) 

Ca- Cc=o Ca CfJ 39.4 60.8 41.1 60.3 41.'1 57.3 

Table 2-3. Calculated Absolute Energy, ZPVEb, and Relative Energy of the Axial 
and Equatorial Transition States 

axial TS equatorial TS 
.!':.E" 

au ZPVE au ZPVE5 

HF/3-21G - 314.155 21 106.32 - 314.153 72 106.35 0.93 
I-I F /6-31G* - 315.910 70 106.44 - 315.907 76 106.54 1.85 
HF /6-311G++G** - 315.991 74 105.19 - 315.989 06 105.34 1.68 
MP2/6-31G* - 316.881 65 101.25 - 316.879 67 101.28 1.24 
B3LYP /6-31G* - 318.008 96 99.05 - 318.006 26 99.21 1.70 

0 t:.E = E,q - E. , in kcal mol 1
• Scale factors for ZP VE correction arc: 0.9207 (H F /3-

21G) , 0.9135 (HF/6-31G*) , 0.9670 (MP2(fc)/6-31G*), 0.9806 (B3LYP/6-31G*).70 0 Zero-poin t. 

vibrational energy in kcal mol- 1
• 
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Table 2-4. RelaLive Energies of t he Axial and Equato ri al TmnsiLion ' tales 

Ecq - Ea, (kcal mol ') 
3-21G 6-3 JG* 6-3l l ++G** MP2/6-31G* B3LYP/6-3 JG* 

TS 0.94 1.85 1.68 1.28 1.70 
- H - 0.72 - 0.05 - 0.06 - 1.27 0.17 
- Li 3.05 3.86 1.86 4.39 Li.4J 
- LiH - 0.04 O.GLI 0.53 - 0.08 0.85 

strained. The energy difference (E • ., - Ea,) becomes as large as 0.85 kcal mol 1at 

the 83LYP/6-31G* level. However, it reduces to - 0.08 kcal mol 1at the i\1P2/6-

3JG* level. Owing to the numerical <•rrors of the energy calcu lations, it seems diffi-

cult to determjne in which transition stale Llw cyclohcxanonc rin ,. is more strained 

from these results. However. one could aL least say that lbe sLrain energies in tbc 

cyclobexanone ri ng in the two transition slates arc almosL identical. l t is there-

fore assumed that tbc ring strain alone would not be tbe decisive factor for t he 

stercoselccti vity. 

T he importance of the hyper ·onjugati ve in teract ion between t he forming H· · ·C 

bond and the adjacent allylic bonds is a central part of both t he Fdkin-Anh model 

and t he Cieplak model. To know how much extent this in teraction plays a role. we 

quantitatively evaluated the second-order pertur bation energy of the orbit;cl inter-

action beLween Lh e u 11 ... c and u(;_1, (L = H or C) orbitals, which corresponds lo the 

hyperconjugation in the Fclkin-Anh model , ;cnd that between the uj1 ... c- and <Te - L 

orbitals , which corresponds to the hype rconjugation in Lhe Cieplak model. These 

orbital in teraction energy can be calculaLed wiLh the Natural Boud Orbital nwLhod 

of Weinhold et al. ,57
•80 and it is expressed as 
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(2. 1) 

where i and k correspond to I he occupied and th e vacant natural bond orbitals 

undN consideration , F (i,j) is the (i.j) element of the Pock matrix obtaitwd by 

singiP point ab initio calculation , and q, is the occupancy (<'lectron population ) of 

thC' itb orbital. The geomC'try obtained at the HF /6-31G* lcvd was used for these 

calculations and t he s ingle point calculat ions wen' a lso performed a t the II F' /6-31G* 

levc•l of theory to obtain £ 2 . Table• 2-5 sutum;uizcs the results. 

Surprisingly, t lw hy perconjugat iou in Felkin-A nh sense ( the second column ) is 

virtually null in both t ransit ion stales. This can be due to the very early transition 

state. where the delocalization of electrons from the hydride to the bonding region 

of the H · · · C bond is substantially small. Since th(' electron population of cr11 .. c, 

which corresponds to q, in equ ation (2. 1), directly affects the magn itude of £ 2 , it 

shou ld become almost no thing. 

On the other hand , I he hy perconjugation in Cieplak sense (the third col umn ) 

is greater t han that in Anh sensC' in both t ransition states. SincC' t h(' cr orbital of 

the adjacent bonds has nC'arly two ciC'ct ron s, this interaction inC'vilably becomes 

la rger than that of t he Felkin-A nh type. ThesC' results iudicatc that tlt C' transition 

stales of LiH addition arC' signifi cantly elect ron deficient , and in such cases, the 

stabili7-ation in C ieplak sense gc twrally predominatC's over t he stabili7-ation in Anh 

sense. However, the stabili zation Piw rgy in the equatorial transition slate (1.26 kcal 

mol - 1
) is sli ghtly larger than th at in the axial transition s late (Lll kcalmol - 1) . It 

follows that t he byperconjugativ<' intemction proposed in t he F'Plkin-Anh and t.lw 
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Cicplak models may be of no importance for the slereoselcctivit.y of cyclohexanone. 

Table 2-5. Quantitative Evaluation of the J-l yperconjugativc lnt.emction at. the 
Transition States of Lil-1 Addition lo Cyclohexanone in terms of liH' Orbital Inter
action Energy £ 2 DPrivPd by the Nl30 i\llcthod 

ax TS 
eq TS 

E2 (kcal mol 1) 

Fclkin-Anh Cieplak 
OJI .. ('-+ a(: L 

0.00 
0.05 

1.11 
1.26 

2.2 The Shape of the LUMO of Cyclohexanone 

From the earliness of the transition stale in metal hydride reduction of cyclo-

hexanone described in the last section, and the fact that no large difl"erence was 

ohsen·ed in the torsional strain energies between the axial and equatorial transition 

slates, and the failure of the hyperconjugalive stabilization hypothesis described 

above, it is expected that the frontier molecular orbi tal interaction between reduc-

ing reagent and substrate ketones al an early stage of the reaction plays a role in 

the reaction process of hydride red uct.ion. 

In order to examine whether the frontier orbital effect is important or not in 

metal hydride reductions, ab initio molecular orbital calculation wa performed and 

the feature of the lowest unoccupied molecu lar orbital (LU~ IO ) of cyclolwxanone 

was thorough ly investigated. 

The geometry optimization of cyclohexanone was performed <tl several theoretical 

levels: the Hatree-Fock leve l using ST0-3G, 3-2 1G, and 6- 31G* basis sets, and the 
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~lP2/6-3JG* level. ~ l olccular orbital <·oeflkieuls wNc cakul»tcd >tl the ll arlree

Fock level using ST0-3G, 3-2 1 . , 4-31G , 6-31G*, and 6-31G** basis sets wit.h lbc 

preoptimized frozen geometries. Contour diagrams of the LUMO of cyclohcxanonr 

at these theoretical levds arc depicted in Figures 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5. 

The shape of the LUMO of cyclohexanone cnlculatcd using ST0-3G diff<'rs sig

nificantly in shnpe from other more sophisticated levels (Figure 2-3(a)). Then• seems 

to be no difference in the magnitude of the extension of the lobe <tt the carbonyl 

c<trbon at the axial and the equ>ttorial sides »t the HF /ST0-3G level. On the ot her 

hand, when double zct<t split valence basis set, which would usually produce more 

accurate results in ab inil.io calculations than minimal basis sets (e.g. ST0-3G), was 

used in single point calculations, the LU~IO of cyclohcxanonc significantly bccom<>s 

distorted toward the axial face of cyclohexanone (Figure 2-3(a, b), Figure 2-4 (c.d ), 

and Figure 2-5(e)). This significant antisymmctry of the LU~IO should contribute 

to the experimentally observed high axial face selectivity of the reduction of cyclo

hexanones. 

Inspection of the molecular orbital coefficients of the LUMO at the carbonyl car

bon of cyclohex>tnone has revealed followi ng important points (Table 2-6) . When the 

calculation is performed with ST0-3G , the miKing of the 2s orbital at the carbonyl 

carbon is virtually null. The small negative value ( - 0.015) indicates the 1r* orbital 

is slightly distorted to the eq uatorial side. This direction of the orbital distortion is 

the opposite to the observed stcrcosclectivity. On the other hand , tlw 2s cocffici<'nls 

at the carbonyl carbon calcu lated with 3-21G or larger bas is sets arc all positive and 

become greater as the accuracy of the basis S<'ts is improved. Th is suggests that not 

only the correct direction of the orbit>tl d istortion but its magni tude d<'[H'nds heavily 
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(a) HF/ST0-3G 

the axial s ide 

the equatori al side 

(b) HF/3-2 1G 

Figure 2-3. Con tour diagra m of th<' LUMO of cyclobcxfl.nonc at t he various t heo
retical levels of th eory: (a) HF/ST0-3G , (b) HF/ 3-21G//HF/3-21G. 
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(c) HF/4-J IG 

(d) HF/6-3 1 G* 

Figure 2-4. Contour diagram of the LUMO of cyclohcxanone at t.he various thcorct
icallcvels of theory (continued): (c) HF /4-31G/ / HF /3-21G, (d) HF /6-31G* //I-IF /6-
31G* 
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(e) HF/6-31G ** 

Figure 2-5 . Coutour diagram of the LU/110 of cydohcxanone at tlw \'arious thC'o
reticallevcls of theory (continued): (c) II F/6-31G**//HF/6-31G*. 

upon the choice of the basis set. H is, therefore, understandable' without difficulty 

that Anh 16
• 

17 and othcrs28
•
81 did not consider the effect of t he orbi tal di stortion 

as the fundamental factor for the stcreoselcctil·ity, since they C'mployed less precise 

basis sets . 

The mixing of the 2s orbi tal in to llw LU/110 at t he carbonyl carbon can b(' 

understood in terms of t he second order perturbation theory. The cause of the 

mixing of the 2s orbital was formerly attri buted to t he hyperconjugat ivc interaction 

of {3-C C bonds by Klei n,' 2 Frenking, on the other ha nd , ascribed it to t he C H 

bonds, which have larg<'r interaction with tlw 1r* orbital indicated by the Natural 

Bond Orbital analysis." 
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Table 2-6. The 2s and 2p Orbital Codfic icnts" of the LUMO of the C;nbonyl 
Carbon of Cyclohexanouc Calculated at Sev~ml Levrls of Theory 

ba.sis set 2s 2p 
ST0-3G - 0.015 0.795 
3-21G 0.143 0.530 
4-31G' 0.165 0.524 
6-31G* 0.256 0.487 

a Only out('r orbital eodfidculs an"" lisl<'d except for ST0-3G. 
bUsing the geometry obtained a.t tho HF/3-2!G level. 

We show here by using the p<•rtmbation theory that the LUI\10 di stortion toward 

the axial direction is caused by the three methylene uni t (C3 C4 C5) rather t han 

by the axial hydrogens at C2 and C6. As shown in Figure 2-6, the second-order 

perturbational coefficients (c'j;) for the LUI\10 of cydohexanone using the equation 

derived by lm amura82 at t he extended Hiickrl le\'(']83
·
84 suggest that tlw 2s orbital 

mixing in to the LUI\10 at the carbonyl carbon through the three methylene unit 

(C3 C4 C5) is greater tha n that through the two axial hydrogens at C2 and C6: 

namely, the second order mixing coeffic ients (r'j,) of the three occupied orthogonal 

MO's of C=O containing 2s orbital of the carbonyl carbon (- 13.78, - 19.19 and 

-34.25 cV) in to t he LUMO (-9. 2 cV ) through t he three methylene unit (C3 

C4 C5) arc 0.173, 0.093 and 0.01 4, respectively, while the correspond ing mixing 

coefficients through the two ax ial hyd rogens at C2 and C6 arc 0.104, 0.056 and 

0.009, respectively. 

Definin g a new parameter which is capable of charac terizing the magnit udc of 

orbital di stortion would be appropri ate here fort he sa ke of conven ience. Let us call 

t his parameter a dis tortion index, b. Th~ defin ition of 8 is, 
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L J1-k,-i; 0.014 

L h-k,-i; 0.093 
"L h-k,-i; 0.173 
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Figure 2-6 . Mechanism of1r* orbital di stortion. Secondary pPrturbation cocflicicnts 
of the mixing of J\110 j (uc- o) into i\110 i (7r(;;0 ) through i\ 10 k (C3 1·12-C4 1-1 2-C5 H2 

or 1-1 2-1-1 6 ) were obtained at the extended H iickel level. Total mixing coefficients for 
MO j , which contains 2s AO contribution at the carbony l carbon , arc <knotPd as 
L,j,.-kn-i (m = 1, 2, 3; n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Major interact ions L,j,.-k, -i (m = 
1, 2, 3; n = 0 or 6), a ll of which are out-of- phase mixing, arc indicated by dotted 
lines . 
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Table 2-7. The Calcu lated Distortion Index [or the LUMO of the Carbonyl Carbon 
of Cyclolwxanone 

6 (%) 
ST0-3G 3-21G 4-3 JG 6-31G* 

-2.2 31.<1 35.5 55.1 

b = dax - drq X 100 
dar + d,'l 

6-31G** 
53.6 

(2.2) 

wherC' dax and deq an• intC'gratcd probability densities of thC' 1r* orbital at the car-

bony! carbon in the axial and the C'quatori;ll region respectively. Tlw c:otlculated 

distortion indices at various lcvd s arc collected in Table 2-7. It is apparent that 

the orbital distortion is very large when using split valence basis sets . hut marginal 

and directs even the oppositC' sick in llw casC' of ST0-3G, which provides further 

strong evidence for tbe importance of the choice of appropriate basis set upon the 

estimation of the integrated probability density. 

Inspection o[ the shape of the LUI\10 of cyclobexanone revealed one more im-

portant characteristic. The l s orbitals of the two axi:otl hyd rogens at C2 and C6 arc 

substantially mixing into the LUMO of cyclohexanone with antibonding fashion . 

This antibonding contribution of the l s orbitals at the axial hydroge ns formerly 

attributed to the cause of the secondary orbital interaction in the equatorial attack 

by Kurita et a/. 85 Due to the mixing of these orbitals into the LUi\10 , there arises 

a node in the equatorial region proximate to the carbonyl group. This node could 

become a harsh obstacle which impedes electron delocalizat ion from the nuckophilc 

into the electron dcficieut LUMO and retards the• rate of reaction from the cqua-

tor ia1 s ide. On the other hand , the re is 110 such nock in the axial a rea, ind intting 
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Table 2-8. Data for Plots of t. he Location of the Node along t.he Lin ear Approach of 
Nucleophile against the Approaching Angle 0 of Hydride. The Location is Expressed 
by the 1·-Coordinate o[ t he Node in A Uni t. 

e(o) I-IF /6-31G* l\lP2/6-31G* 
90 3.00 3.31 
95 2.72 2.96 

100 2.50 2.69 
105 2.33 2.48 
110 2.20 2.31 
115 2. 10 2.18 
120 2.02 2.08 
125 1.96 2.00 

the charge transfer from the incoming nuclcophil<' into the LUl\10 would proceed 

smoothl y without intervention. 

The location o[ the node, where tlw value of the LU~IO wave function IJ<'comes 

exactly null , was quantitatively estimated by calc-ulating the values of the wave 

function at points along the linear paths passing through the carbonyl carbon and 

lying on a plane perpendicular to t he carbonyl plane (Figur<' 2-7). When the nucle-

ophile approaches from rectangular dir<'ction with respect to the 7r plan<' (0 = 90°), 

the node appears at about 3.0 A distance from tbc carbonyl carbon irrespecti ve 

of t he level of calcu lation. As the approaching angle (0) is increasf'd , the location 

(x-coordinate) of the node becomes monotonously closer t.o the carbonyl carbon. 

When 0 equals 120°, it fall s down to 1.8 A, which is still outside the van ckr Waals 

(VOW) surface of carbon atom (The VOW radius for carbon is 1.70 r\ 86
). This 

strongl y indicates that the stcreoselectivit.y would be detcrmiued outside the molec-

ular surface. 
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Figure 2-7. The location (x-coordin atc) of the node in the cqu~ttori al region of 
cyclohexanone. 
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2.3 D escription of the EFOE Model 

From the earliness of the transition sta te and the existence of the nod<' in the 

equatorial region of t he molecule descrilwd in the previous section , it is indicated 

that the fronti er molecular orbital interaction between t lw J-1 0~ 1 0 of t he attacking 

hydride and the LUMO of cyclohexanone should play a sign ificant role for the origin 

of the stc reoselect ivity. To quantitatively assess the magnitude of the importance of 

the frontier molecular orbital intemct.ion upon the selection of th<' preferential face, 

we define a new theoret.ical paramet.er which focu ses on the ground state character 

of the spatial ex tension of the LU~ IO of cyclobexanone. This method is called 

Exterior frontier Qrbital Extension model (hencefort h abbrcYiated as the EFOE 

model), in which we define a new quantit y, the Exterior frontier Qrbital E lect ron 

density (hereafter abbreviated as the EFOE density). 

The EFOE den sity is basica lly an inlt'grnted probability density87 of a canon ical 

molecular orbital under consideration. For instance, in the case of nucleophilic reac

tions, the LUMO of the substrate is gc·nera.lly considered. TllC' integration of proba

bility density is performed in each three-dimensional space partitioned by the nodal 

1r-planc. Approximat.c numerical in tegration is performed on a ll threP-dinwnsional 

lattice points where the followin g two conditions a rc fulfilled: 

i) These points should exist outside repulsive molecular surface (the exte rior 

region ) defined by an assembly of spherical atoms approximated by the van 

dcr Waals radii 86 For the• sake of rolllputa.tion time, those points located 

within 5 au (2.65 A) fro 11 1 the approximated molecular surface , beyond which 

Lhc value of a wave fu nction is virlna.l ly nnll , a rc sca.nnpd incrcmpntally along 
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the three Cartesian coordinnt.e axes by the program. 

ii) The probability density calcnlatrd at e>lC'h point is assigned to a spC'cific atom, 

if the absolute total value of the wave functions belonging to this atom makes 

the maximum contribution to tlw value of the whole wave function at thnt 

point. 

Tlw second condition is of crucial importance, for selection of such points shou ld 

give an nssembly of spatial points where the orbital overlap between reagents and 

subst rate c;ubonyl cffectiwly occurs. Namely, in the case of nucleophilic reactions 

of cyclohexanone, it means we choose such points where the two-electron ·tnbili7.ing 

interaction arising from the overlap of the HOl\10 oft he nucleophile nnd the LU.\10 

of the substrate is substantial. An additional nwrit of considering only the outside 

area of molecule is that stcric effects upon the approach of a nucleophilc at an early 

stage of the reaction would be intrinsically incorporated into the integrated values 

to some extent. 

To be more specific, suppose the entire LUMO wave funct ion of the substrate 

ketone is expressed as l]i L(1'), and it cnn be linearly expanded with a summation of 

constituent basis functions withiu the LCAO approximation formalism, i.e., 

N 

WdT) = "£C;'if;;(T) (2.3) 
l = i 

where N is the number of atoms, C; is a corf[icient of the ith atom, and 'if;; is a set 

of atomic orbitals (basis function s) of the ith atom. 'if;; is further decomposed iu 

the conventional treatment of ab initio molecular orbital theory to a se t of primitive 

Gaussian type functions (GTO) as,88 
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AI 

'lj;;(T) = L cpx1,(r ), (2.4) 
J I 

whcrc j(= 1. ·· · , AI) is a number of primitivc GTOs associated with the ith atom. 

T he absolutc value of C,..p, (:r, y , z ) is evaluated at each lattice point (.r , y, z) in 

Cartcsi1u1 coordinate space, and if it has the grcatest contribution to tlw valuc of 

iJi t- (3· , y , z) at tlutt point than those of other atoms, i.e. , 

(k =f. i) . (2.5) 

theu, Jw 1"(x, y , z)i2dT3 is assigned to the ith atom. dT3 is thc infinitcly small vol

ume at that point (3· , y , z ). Notc herc that wc int<'grate Jw L(3· , y , z)J2dr3. Prc1·ious 

orbital distortion modcls were mainly conccmcd only with the 1r* orbital at the 

carbonyl carbon , whcreas our method tak!'s the enti re LUl\10 wave function (iii ,_) 

into account. Such an approach has n<'l·er been done in previous s tudies on 1r-facial 

diastereoselection. 

The in tegration of Jw t-(x, y , zW within the extf't"ior region of a mokcuiP givcs t he 

EFOE dcnsity. 89 Practically, the definite integral is a pproximated by a numerical 

in tegration as , 

(EFOE) = h Jw,_ (:r,y,zWd,·3
"" tlv L Jw,_(l,m,nW , (2.6) 

l ,rn ,n 

where l , m, and n are a whole number corresponding to x , y , z roordinatc respec-

t ively, and tlv is a finite minute vo lume which is a product of the three small 

increments along the three coordinatc a.X<'S, i.e., 
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(2.7) 

Here , for simplicity, we assume 6.1" = !:J.y = 6 z = 6,- , hence 6v can be written as 

~-,.3. 

SincC' th<' required time of computation sim ply varies inv('rsely with the cub(' of 

the incr('ment (~T3 ) and the accuracy oft he !"('suiting integrated valu<' is dqwndcnt 

proportionally to 61·3 , th<' smaller the incT<'m<'nt , the longer it wou ld lak<' to ac

complish the integratiou and the accuracy of the integration improvNI. Therefore , 

approp riate iucremcnt size must be chosen t.o speed up th<' caleulat ion without af

fecting the reasonable accuracy of the resulting values. Therefore, we chose 0.2 A 

for the unit length of the increment , as it was confirmed that th(' incrC'menl of this 

size is appropriate in terms of computation lime as well as of the accuracy. If the 

lattice unit smaller than 0.2 A was used , tilC' resulting numerical errors occur in the 

third decimal place of the integrat<'d values. 

As mentioned above, steric cfl"cct is intriusically incorporated into the EFOE 

dens ity itsdf to some degree. 1-l ow<'vcr, this is not suffi cient presumably due to the 

oversimpli fied approximation of the spherical atomic surface and th<' nPglec t of the 

size and shape of the reagent. TllC'refore, we will supplement sl<'ric discussions in 

terms of another steric parameter , atomic accessible space (abbreviated as AAS) , 

which shows the magnitude of ste ric congestion around the carbonyl functionality. 

The AAS is defined as the spatial volume which is located in the closest proximity 

to the surface of the carbonyl carbo11. The vo lume was computed wil hin th<.> same 

region where the EFOE dcusity is in tegrated , and 6v (= 6 ·r'3) is collcckd if the 
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distance betwecn the point and the surfacc of the carbonyl carbon is nearest than 

that of the remaining atoms. 

It should be mentioned here t hat the EFOE density calculation has a close 

relationship with the Exterior Elect ron model proposed by Ohno el. al. 90•9 ' The• 

exterior electron density (EED) was introduced for a theoretical interpretat ion of 

experimental branching ratios observed in He* (23S) Penning ionization electron 

spectroscopy(PIES).92 In the Exterior Ekctron model , electron density of a certain 

canonical molecular orbital outside repulsive molecular surfan• is considetwl. The 

electron density calcul ated with this method has been found to have a good cor

relation to the experimental band intensity for tlw C'Ol'l'esponding molecular orbital 

in PIES spectra. Basis set dependence of C'alculated electron density along with 

the ,·erification of the precision of wave function tails for several commonly used 

basis sets were also thorough ly studied by thern 91
•
93 97 The exterior elect.ron model 

was successfully applied to a number of experimental rcsults98 103 although it was 

also shown that the simple spherical atom model using van der WMis radii was 

inadequate in some cases90•92 They furtlwr investigated to gain insight for a bette r 

description of ;misotropic molecular surface by intensive theoretical calcul ations in 

thi s regard , but the results reported were limited to some vcry simplc molecu les due 

to the laborious large scale compntation.104 

T he exterior electron model mainly ccnters on a better description of the shape 

of a canonical molecular orbital. ln contrast to t hi s, our method intcnds to describe 

a specific reactivity of a certain spatial region of a canonical molccular orbit a l of a 

molecule in question. With selecting those spatia l points where overlap betwe~n the 

fronti er orbitals is large, one can readil y extract t he rclati v~ react ivity of a. specifi c 
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exte rior region of the molecule if the reaction unde r consideration is controlled by the 

FlVlO interaction. This point wi ll lw examined thoroughly with cyclohexanonP and 

alkyl-substituted cyclohexanones as representative model compounds in the next 

section. 

2.3.1 The EFOE D ensity of the LUMO of Cyclohexanone 

A series of EFOE density calculations of the LU~ I O of cyc!ohexa nonc wen' car

ried out at various theoretical levels to investigate the effect of the t.IH'orclical level 

used upon the integrated density values. The calculat.ed EFOE dcnsiti<'s at various 

levels along with atomic accessible space values for each optimized geometry, distor

tion indice of the LU I\10 at the carbonyl carbon, and the energy [e,·cl of the LU~ lO 

in hartrccs a rc collected in Table 2-9. Th<' geometry of cyclohexanoJH' was op timized 

at the Hart ree-Fock as wd l as tlw ~ l P2 level , and molecular orbit a l codficicnls for 

the density calculation were obtained from single point calculations performed at 

the Hartrce-Fock lrvels using seve ral basis sets specified in the table. 

The values of atomic accessib le space of t he axial and t he equatorial side around 

the carbonyl carbon ind icate that substantia lly larger s teric hindrance would be 

expected in the ax ial attack of nucleophi le. The column of the distortion indices 

clearly shows the basis set dependence of th is value as previously noted in Ta ble 2-7 

on page 37. 

T he calcu lated EFOE densities have t iH' followin g noticeable tendencies. (i) 

When th e calculat ion is performed using ST0-3G basis set with wbat.cver gcOJnc

trics lis ted in the table, the re is only a s light di ffcn•ncc in the ctx ia.l and t.hc equatorial 

density values. (ii) However, t !Jc ax ia l a nd t he eq uatorial d iffe rences calculatccl using 
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Table 2-9. EFOE Density, Ato.mi r A"cessiblc Space, Distortion lnd<•x , and the 
Energy Level of the LUI\10 of Cyclohexanone at Various Theoretical Levels 

Bas is 
EFOE density(%) AAS" (au 3

) Distortion LUMO 
ax eq a:c eq index 6 (%) level (au ) 

ST0-3G stru cture 
ST0-3G 0.149 0.138 17.0 56.0 3. 1 0.29910 

3-21G structure 
ST0-3G 0.138 0.130 14.9 55.8 - 1.9 0.30059 
3-21G 1.275 0.573 14.9 55.8 28.8 0.16332 
4-3JG 1.348 0.387 14.9 55.8 31.9 0.15059 
6-3JG* 1.679 0.388 14.9 55.8 49.3 0.15625 

6-31G* structure 
ST0-3G 0.153 0.114 19.4 47.2 - 2.2 0.30832 
3-2JG 1.416 0.45 19.4 47.2 31.4 0.16 55 
4-31G 1.543 0.266 19.4 47.2 35.5 0.15542 
6-31G* 1.9-10 0.249 19.4 47.2 55.1 0.16063 

MP2/ 6-31G* structure 
6-31G* 1.647 0.394 14.6 55.2 46.0 0.15140 

a Atomic accessiblE' space. 

double zeta basis sets become larger than that obtained with ST0-3G. As the preci-

sion of the basis set increases, the density of t he axial side monotonously inneases, 

whereas that of the equatorial sick monotonically decreases. At the extreme, when 

the I-IF /6-31G* //HF-6-31G* level is cmployed , the difference betwecn the axial and 

the equatorial density reaches to 1.691%. This significant largc difl'erencc in the 

calcu lated EFOE densities indicates that some corrclation may exist betwecn facial 

selectivity of reduction of cyclohexanone and the EFOE density val ncs. 

It should be noted that when the geom<'lry obtained at the 1\11 P2 level is used, 

the integrated EFOE density nt the axial side s li ghtly decreases and that of the 
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equatorial side slightly illcreases compared to tho~e values at the HF'/6-3lG* lc·vel. 

Th<'se values become rough ly tlw sanw as those obtained at t he HF' /3-21G/ / I IF/3-

21G level. This change in magnitude of the EFOE densities can be attributed to 

the precision of the optimized molecular geometry. The geonwtrical parameters of 

cyclohexanone obtained at the l\ 1 P2 levd arc similar to those at the !I F /3-21G lcvd 

(Table 2-10). It is known that the bond lengths calculated at the 1-lartree-F'ock 

levd arc likely to become shorter than experimentally determined equilibrium bond 

lengths due to both the neglect of electron correlation effects aud the anhannonicity 

effects. Furthermore, bond lengths obtained wit h 6-31G* is generally shorter than 

those obtained with 3-21G basis set for large molcculesw5 These too short bond 

lengths can be corrected by the l\"lfJIIer-Picsset perturbation thcorv which takes into 

account electron correlation effect iu a moderate degree. Bond lengths obtained at 

the l\1P2levcl arc much closer to the experimental values even when 6-31G* bas is set 

is used. However, it was experimentally proved that the 3-21G or lower basis sets a re 

generally inadequate for electron density ralculation.91
•
93 95

•
97 To b0tter reproduce 

the experimentally observed PIES band intensity of a spatially expanding orbital, 

such as the lone-pair orbital on nitrogen , it was shown that 4-31G or larger basis 

must be used. In the assessment of the LUMO extension of the carbonyl compounds, 

we deal with spatially more extended 1r-type vacant orbital than bonding orbitals 

whose electrons arc generall y concentrat<'d wit bin the bonding region between nuclei . 

Tlwrcfore, it is relevant that basis sets larger than 4-31G must be used for a proper 

description of the di stribution of electron density fo r virtual orbitals. From the above 

consideration, it is assumed that t he t rnc val ues wou ld lie somrwhere in lwtwccn 

those obtained at the 3-21G a nd 6-31 G* levels. T hough it would be desimbk to 
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Table 2-10. Selected Geometrical Parameters of Cyclohcxanon e 

~0 
4,---y---r·· ... 

H~ 

3-21G 6-31G* 6-3ll++G** MP2/6-31G* 
bond length (A) 

C= O 1. 2120 1.1929 1.1893 1.2287 
Ci C2 1.5150 1.5171 1.5160 1.5154 
C2 1-Iax 1.0869 1.0895 1. 0900 10993 
C2 1-l cq 1.0814 1.0827 1.0828 1.0937 
C2 c3 1.5472 1.5366 1.5359 1.5363 

tors ion angle (o) 
C2 CI c6 c5 54.5 49.0 49.5 52.0 

perform all the geometry optimizations <tt the more accurate MP2/6-31G* level, this 

level of theory is very costly and time-consuming. Therefore, the EFOE densities 

presented henceforth will be those values obtained at both HF /3-21G/ / HF/3-21 G 

and HF/6-31G*//HF/6-31G * levels. 

2.3.2 Alkyl-Substituted Cyclohex anones 

To examine whether the EFOE model is generally applicable to a wide variety 

of six-membered ketones, we next investigated several alkyl-substituted cyclobex-

an ones (Figure 2-8). Calculated data at t he HF /3-21G level are listed in Table 2-11 

and those at the I-IF /6-31G* level arc shown in Table 2-12. 

In t he case of 4-ter·t-butylcyclohexauonc (2) , whose stereosek ctivity data have 

been amply reported , the EFOE densit ies at the axial side a t both 3-21G and 6-31G * 
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Bu'~O L::::::z:O ~0 ~ ~0 LJvO 
2 3e 3a 4 5e 5a 

~0 fvo Bu 1~0 ~0 
6e 6a 7 8 

~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 ~0 
9e 

10 11 

~0 ~0 ~0 
13 14 

Figure 2-8. Various alkyl-substit uted cyclohcxanones investigated. 

levels arc larger than thos'' at Llw eq uatoria l side. This is in very good agrccm<'nt 

with the experimental res ul ts. 2-i\lcthykyclo iH'xanotws (3a, 3e) arc mobi!P in solu-

tion and they can easi ly trausforrn each other. Both conformation may be in1·olvcd 

in the reaction. W igfield reported that equatorial alcohol is soldy derived from 

the axial attack on the more stable conformcr with equatorial methy l group (3e) . 

whereas 51% of axial ak obol is prod uced fro m axial attack on 3a and the remaining 

portion is de ri ved from eq uatori al attack on 3e. 106 T he values of AAS of the cqua-

Lori a] side of 3a arc substantia lly smaller (3-21G: 17. 0, 6-31G*: 14.9) com pared to 

those of 3e (3-21G: 51.9, 6-31G* : 47.8), indicittiug large stc ri c cfl"cct exist in t he 

equatorial attack of hyd ride on 3a, which may cause predom inant axial attack on 

3e. 

Selectivities of other cyclohexanoncs arc generall y in quali tative agreement with 

the observed selectivity (Table 2- 11 itlld 2-12). 
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Ta ble 2-11. EFOE Density, Atomic Accessible Space, and Distortion Index of 
Alkyl-substituted Cyclohexauones itt the II F/3-21G Level along with Experimental 
Product Ratio" 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au 3) bb Exp.c 

ax eq ax eq (%) ax: eq 
2 1.199 0.565 J <1.7 55.2 28.1 86: 14 
3a 1.265 0.579 14.6 17.0 19.9 
3e 1.189 0.579 11.0 51.9 28.3 70:30 
4 1.194 0.576 12.0 51.3 28.6 65:35 
Sa 0.845 0.558 4.2 57.1 25.6 
5e 1.261 0.592 14.5 55.5 28.2 86:14 
6a 1.296 0.552 14.1 55.1 28.1 
6e 1.237 0.563 14.7 54.9 29.0 86:14 
7 1.192 0.551 13.7 17.4 1 .4 92:8 
8 1.249 0.578 13.7 17.3 19.0 
9e 1.124 0.590 10.2 46.0 28.2 62:38 
9a 1.247 0.433 41.5 3.2 - 6.5 
9ae 1.198 0.609 14.0 14.9 18.6 
10 0.805 0.555 5.0 56.7 25.9 48:52 
11 1.237 0.605 14.3 55.2 27.6 
12 1.008 0.582 8.9 30.1 28.4 69:31 
12'd 1.108 0.566 11.2 46.5 28.4 
13 0.789 0.576 5.0 56.7 25.3 48:52 
14 0.391 0.665 1.5 64.5 20.4 45:ss• 

a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion in dex (positive in the axial side). ' NaDH, 
in 2-PrOH. d The second most stable isomer. t' LiA IH4 . 
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Table 2-12. EFOE D<msity, Atomic Accessible Space, and Distortion Index of 
Alkyl-substituted Cyclohcxanoncs at the l-I F /6-31G* Level along with Experimental 
Product Ratio" 

Compel 
EFOE density(%) AAS" (au3 ) o• Exp.< 

ax eq ax eq (%) ax: eq 
2 1.799 0.249 19.6 46.7 52.8 86:14 
3a 1.868 0.369 22.1 14.9 37.5 
3e 1.793 0.274 15.0 47.8 53.4 70:30 
4 1. 744 0.306 14.6 47.7 51.1 65:35 
5a 1.447 0.211 7.9 48.4 52.5 
5e 1.884 0.304 18.4 47.8 47.9 86:14 
6a 2.005 0.219 19.5 45.7 56.4 
6e 1.882 0.245 19.7 46.5 54.0 86:14 
7 1.815 0.319 16.9 ]4.8 37.2 92:8 
8 1.925 0.348 16.7 15.0 38.8 
9 1.665 0.298 12.5 44.9 52.4 62:38 
9a 1.527 0.661 38.0 3.6 - 7.1 
9ae 1.772 0.392 17.0 14.3 36.4 
10 1.292 0.232 6.9 48.4 49.6 48:52 
11 1.824 0.349 17.5 48.3 47.2 
12 1. 264 0.478 9.1 29.3 38.4 69:31 
12'd 1.731 0.282 13.0 42.1 50.0 
13 1.221 0.282 6.5 49. 1 46.2 48:52 
14 0.788 0.313 2.8 43.1 45 .9 45:55d 

a Atom ic accessible space. b Distortion in dex (positive in the ax ial sid<'). 'NaBH4 

in 2-PrOH. d The second most stable isomer. c LiA IH 4 . 
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2.4 Correlation of the EFOE D ens ity with 

Kinetic Parameters 

52 

To be physically meaningful , the EFOE density values shou ld have some corre

lation with certain experimental values relating to t he respective rate of reaction 

at the axial and the equatorial face. In this regard, relationship of experimental 

activation paramPters and calculated values were examined. 

Based on the FMO theory, it is expected that within a series of compounds of 

similar structure , the activation enthalpy for the axial and the equatorial additions 

to cyclohexanone (t-. HJx and t-.H£, respectively) should bc roughly proportional to 

the square of the overlap integral (S) between the l-IOi\10 of a nuclcophile and the 

LUMO of a substrate ketone. Therefore, it. can be assumed that the square of the 

EFOE density value at one side of the carbonyl plane should have some correlation 

with the COtTesponding activation enthalpy. The larger the square of the overlap 

integral between the frontier orbitals, the lower the activation enthalpy. This sug

gests that the EFOE density should have some correlation with the experimentally 

determined activation enthalpy dif!"erences (t-. t-.1-f l = t-.HJ, - t-.J-I,!x)- It. is therefore 

expected that t-.t-.ffl shou ld be roughly proport ional to the difference in the square 

of the EFOE density values(.\ = EFOE(ax) 2
- EFOE(eq) 2

) between the two faces 

of the carbonyl plane. 

To be more specific, th is assumption can be qualitatively explicable within the 

framework of the extendecii-Iiickcl theory. The two-c lcctrou stab il ization energy t-.E 

for the interaction of tbe frontier orbitals can be ex pressed as 
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t:::.E = ((3- Scu)2 

c f~- C // 
(2.8) 

where cu and cL arc the energy levd of the HOMO of a hydride ~tnd the LUI\10 

of it ketone respcctiv<'ly, and (3 and S arc the r<'sonance int<'gral and the overlap 

int<'gral of t hese frontier orbitals respectively. Substituting (3 in equation (2.8) with 

the 'vVolfsberg-Helmhob: equation 

where J( is a constant, one obtains a relationship between .:::.E and S as 

1 J( ( 2 !:::.Eoc --- {-Sc,~+cH)-Scu} 
C f~-€11 2 

2 1 {/( ( 2 = S ---- EL+ cu)-cu} 
f' L - C // 2 

(2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2. 11 ) 

Since it can be assumed there would be no la rge d ifl"c rencc in "' '~ in structurally 

similar compounds (see Table 2-11 and 2-12), q can be considered as almost a 

constant. c 11 is the energy level of the HOMO of a hydride, which can also be 

considered as a constant. Since J( is also a constant, one can assume that the 

following relation between t:::.E and S holds: 

(2.12) 

From equation (2.8), the difference in the stabi lization <'nergy between the axial and 

the equatorial attack can be written as follows 
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(2. 13) 

(2 .1 '1) 

(2. 15) 

where Sax and Seq correspond to the overlap integral of the axial a nd the equatorial 

transition state respectively and 

(2.16) 

Since the EFOE density assigned to an atom represents the probability of finding 

that portion of electrons in the exterior region of that atom, it may be assumed 

that there is some relationship between the EFOE density and the overlap integral. 

Since both the EFOE density and the overlap integral have the same dimension , 

they should roughly be related as 

Sex EFOE 

Using this relationship, equittion (2.15) now becomes 

66E ex S~x - s;" 

ex EFOE(a.xr - EFOE(eq) 2 

(2 .17) 

(2 .18) 

(2. 19) 
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Therefore, we obtain pro port ion a! relationship betw~en ~~J-11 a nd th e square of 

the EFOE density values, i.e., 

(= -\) (2.20) 

The above condition (equation (2. 17)) is indeed ovNsimplificd. However , since 

the attacking nucleophile is complt't cly ignored in t lw EFOE density calcu lation and 

furthermore th is density d<'sc ribes a prop<'rty of a molecul<' at the ground st~tte, not 

that itt the transition state, it seems diRicult to obtain exact rf'lation ships of Pa" 

p,q, q""' and qeq only through purely mat . hcm~ttical considemtions . Although a pn'

cise relationship would be desirabl<' , if son1c proportionality like equation (2. 20) was 

inde~d observed between exp~rimcntitl and ralculat~d values, it could [)('thought as 

it strong evidence that su pports a significance of orbital effects in 1r-facial st<'reos

elective react ions. Besides, it would b<' possible to gain insight into a relationship 

between EFOE and S from such proportiollality of a plot of th<'S<' values. 

Therefore, relationship bt'tw<'ell available ~~J-1 1 and calculated values was in ves

tigated. Appropriate data for such a.11 objective WPre found in Wigfield 's pap<'r , in 

which ~~J-11 dete rmined from kineti c ana lyses of sodium borohydride reductions in 

2-propanol for va rious <tlkyl-substitutcd cyclob<'xanones were reported 6 9 NunH' rical 

data of ~~J-11 and calculated ,\ for ten <tlky l-substituted cyclohcxanones includ

ing three s terically crowded ketones arc presented in Table 2-13. and plots oft hes<' 

values a re shown in Figure 2-9. 

One may recognize good linear co rrelations in both levels (r2 = 0.96 (HF/3-21G) 

and 0.94 (HF/ 6-31G *)). Thcs<' lin ear correlations between the EFOE va lu<'s (-\) 
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F igure 2-9 . Linear relationship between the clifl"crl'nce in t he sq uar<' of lh<' EF'OE 
density for the two faces (>.) a nd <'Xperirncntally determined activation enthalpy 
(solid li ne: HF'/3-21G, clashed lin !': IIF/6-31G*). 
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Table 2-13. A and Activation Enthalpy of Alkyl-subst ituted Cydohcxanoncs 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) 

X' 
D. D. HI 

ax eq (kca.lmol - 1) 

HF/3-21G 
6e 1.237 0.563 1.213 1.5 
5e 1.261 0.592 1.239 1.2 
1 1.275 0.573 1.298 1.2 
3e 1.189 0.579 1.078 0.9 
2 1.199 0.565 1.119 0.7 
4 1.194 0.576 1.094 0.7 
9 1.124 0.590 0.915 0.0 
12 1.008 0.582 0.678 - 0.8 
10 0.805 0.555 0.339 - 1.3 
13 0.789 0.576 0.291 - 1.4 

HF/6-31G* 
6e 1.882 0.245 3.481 1.5 
5e 1.884 0.304 3.457 1.2 
1 1.940 0.249 3.701 1.2 
3e 1.793 0.274 3.141 0.9 
2 1.799 0.249 3.174 0.7 
4 1.744 0.306 2.947 0.7 
9 1.124 0.590 2.682 0.0 
12 1.008 0.582 1.369 - 0.8 
10 0.805 0.555 1.616 - 1.3 
13 0.789 0.576 1.412 - 1.4 

" .\ = EFOE(ax) 2
- EFOE(eq) 2 

b !!.!!.HI = !!.HJ,, - !!.H.lr 
from ref 69. 

and D.t::,HI indicate that the stereochemistry of hydride reduction in cyclohexanone 

based systems may be dictated in large part by the spatial extension of the LUMO 

at two faces of the carbonyl plane of a substrate ketone. 

These plots provide an importaut finding related to the physical meaning of t he 

EFOE density. As can be seen in these plots, stcrically hindered ketones, such as 
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3,3,5- trirncthylcyclohcxanonc (13), show only marginal deviation from t.hc least

square regression line. The experimental ratio of the axial and the equatorial attack 

of 13 in NaB J-1 4 reduction is 48:52 , and the act ivation enthalpy difference (6.!::.{-f l) is 

-1.4 kcal mol - 1
, indicating the proportion of the axial attack is decreas('(l due to the 

steric hindrance of the axial methyl group at C3. This reversal of face se lectivity 

is not reproduced by the EFOE density values at both 3-21G and 6-3JG* le ve ls. 

The EFOE(a.r) values arc larger than t he EFOE(eq) values at both levels. This 

discrepancy between qualitative predictions based on the EFOE den sity values and 

the experimental selectivity can also be seen in 3,3-dimethylcyclohcxanone (10). 

This strongly indicates that the qualitative prediction using the EFOE density values 

is not valid in some cases where other than genuine orbital effects, such as steric 

d!'cets, play significant roks in the determination of the preferentia l reaction course. 

In other words. when the qualitati1·e prediction based on the EFOE density fail s, 

some other factors arc expected to be of importance. That is, the EFOE density 

value really is a nseful parameter that se rves to unravel the relative importance 

of the frontier orbital effects in nucleophilic reactions using sterirall y undemanding 

nucleophiles. 

One more important point should be addressed. From Figure 2-9, one can obtain 

a rough insight into how much the initial state interaction directly relates to the 

activation enthalpy difference. From t he slope of the least-square regression lines, 

it cnn be estimated about 35% (= 1/2.87 x 100) 1o 86% (= 1/ 1.16 x 100) of the 

ground state stabilization survives in t.he activation enthalpy differences. As noted 

previously (sect ion 2.3.1), the true density valu0s arc expected to li e in between the 

values obtained at the HF/3-21G and t he I-1F/6-31G* levels. Therefore, in a very 
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rough Pstimate, one can say that the average of 60% of t:,t:,HI is derived from the 

initial interaction of the reagent a nd t he substrate. 

2.5 Summary 

The stereoselectivity obs(']"ved in simple metal hyd ridt> reduct ions of cyclohexanonc 

and its alkyl derivatives has be<'n revealed to be cont rolled by th<' frontier orbi tal 

effects to la rge extent. The EFOE model is introduced to in spect the significance 

of such orbital pffects in hyd ride reductions of t hese compounds. There is a good 

linear correlation between tbe calculated EFOE density valuPs and the experimen

tally determined activation enth alpy of these compounds. This strongly suggests 

that the energy stabilization derived from the initial frontier orbital interaction cor

relates to the activation barriers of the reaction. Other factors S<'en at t he transition 

state, such as torsional efl"ects or hyperconjugative intPractions, seem to be of less 

importance for t he ste reoselectivity. 

The physical meaning of the EFOE density values li es in its r<>lation to the overlap 

integral of the HOMO of a nucleophilc and the LUi\110 of a substrate ketone at t he 

initial state. Exact relationship of these values could not be determined owing to t.he 

neglect of reactants in t he EFOE model. However , the linear correlation observed 

in Figure 2-9 suggests asymmetric orbital ex tension of th<' L UMO at the carbonyl 

in t he ground state is siguificant in 1r- facial stereoselection in contrast to the recent 

cri ticisms of others. 

In such cases wbere steric effects override orbital effects , qualitative predictions 

m terms of t he EFOE model may fail. However, tbe propor t ionality between the 
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EFOE density val ues and the activation cnthalpies sti ll remains in these situations. 

Therefore , one cannot att ribute the origin of t he 1r- facial stcrPosclcctivity of cyclo

bexanones solely to orbital effects in general. Steric effects ought to be considered 

as well in equal weight in such cases. 



Chapter 3 

1r-Facial Stereoselectivity of 

Various Cyclic Ketones 

The significance of the orbital cfl'ccts on the 1r-facial stereoselectivity of hydride 

reduction of cyclohexanone and its a lkyl deriYatives has been clarified in tlw last 

chapter. In this chapter, various cyclic ketones will be investigated and the impor

tance of the orbital effects upon the stereosdectivity of these compounds will be 

examined. 

61 
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3.1 Substituted trans-Decalones 

Owing to t he geometrical similari ty with cyclohexanone, the stcrcosclcctivity of 

subst ituted tmns-decalone derivatives has attracted interests. Houk et al. in ves-

tigated the s tereosclcctivity of a seri es of tmns-decalones substituted by electron-

withdrawing groups at C4 both experimentally and computationally35 His resul ts 

of sodium borohydride reductions arc li sted in Table 3-1. 

All the substrates have axial preference. A particularly noteworthy feature is 

lhat the percentage of the axial attack (A) differs depending on the choice of 4-

substituent as well as on its direction. When the 4-substituent points to the axial 

direction, the percentage of the axial attack increases 12 24 % relat ive to the equa-

to ri al substitution. 

Table 3-1. Experimental Results of Sod ium Borohydridc Reduction of 4-
Su bsti tu ted tmns- Decalones" 

x!jp!fio H OH 
NaBH4/McOH x!fE:J'oH x!fE:J'H + 

25 ·c 
y y y 

A B 
Compel X y A:B 

15 H H 60:40 
16e 0 1-1 1-1 61:39 
16a H OH 85:15 
17e OAc H 71:29 
17a H OAc 83: 17 
19e Cl H 71:29 
19a H Cl 88:12 
18e Br J-1 66:34 
20a J-1 F 87:1 3 

a ref. 35 
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' 0 

E 

-
x&-~ve 

Figure 3- 1. Repulsive ekctrostatic interaction proposed by Houk.35 

1-lou k interpreted these results through a series of model calcu lations using 4-

substituted cyclohexanones. He cvaluat<'d relative activation energies of transition 

states of Lil-1 addition to 4-substituted cydolwxanones through single point energy 

calculations using the fully optimized transition s tructurPs of the same reaction 

to cyclohexanone. 4-SubstitutPd cydohexanonPS were not optimizPd. Substituents 

W<'re simply attached at C4 with standard geomet ri!'s. He insisted that both the tor-

si011al st rain generally found in cydolwxanon<' systems and t he repu lsive clectrost atic 

in teraction between the 4-subst ituf'nt and incoming hyd ride arc responsible for t ill' 

stereoselectivity (Figure 3-1). Namely, when thP elect. ron-withdrawing substituent 

points to the axial direction , S<'vNe ekct rostatic repu lsion emerges bctweeu t he par-

tiall y negatively charged substituent and hydride which impedes the approach of the 

hydride from t he equato rial direction , causi ng decrease of the equator ia l selectivity. 

On the other hand, ther<' would be no such impedance when the substitu<'nt points 

to the equatorial direction. 

The Cieplak model fails to account for the change in selectivity, since the dircc-

t ion of the 4-substituent would notlw expected to exert JIOticeablc difi.erences in the 
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electron donati ng abil ity of {3-C C bonds. Dannenberg claint<'d that the r<'stdts arc 

explicable with their 1r*-polar ization (P PFMO) method again using 4-substitutcd 

ryciobcxanoncs as model c01npounds."9 

We also examined these stereochemical prdcrcnrcs using 4-substitutcd cyclohcx

anoncs as model compounds. The results ar<' shown in Tables 3-2 and 3-3. In the 

calculation of 23 (X= Br) at the I-1 F /6-31 G* level, the Huzinaga ( 43321/<1321 /311 *) 

basis was used for a bromine atom 88 l n t h<' case of 4-arn in o- (25) and 4-hydroxy

cyclohcxanoncs (24), two conformat ions of the su bst itucnts, i.e., the lone pairs 

inside and outside the ring, arc also cons idered as wetT treated by Houk and Dan

nenbcrg.35,59 In both cases, the outside couformation is energNically more stable 

than the inside conformation at the ground stat e. 

()b,·iously, it is unable to explain tiH' sdect ivity with distortion indices alone. 

Since steri c environments arou nd the carbonyl group estimated by the AAS mlues 

arc almost the same in all compounds, an <'xplanation based on ste rir effects is 

difficult to be made. 

Comparison of the EFOE values arc somewhat problematic in these cases. For 

example, in the case of 24 (X = 0 1-l ), t he EFOE densities of the axial area is 

larger than those of t he equatorial area, in agreement with the increase of tlw axial 

selectivity when t he hydroxyl group points to tlw axial direction. However, the 

EFOE densities of the t>quatoria l side a rc a lso aff('cted by the d irection of substituent 

as well as its conformation. 

The difference of ste rcoselecti vity with respect. to the direction of t he su bst it uents 

seem to correlate with the difl"crcncc of t he squ are of the EFOE va lues of both faces 

(.>. = EFOE(a.x) 2 - EFOE(eq) 2 ). For instance,.>. of 24a(in ) (3-21G: 1.542, 6-31G *: 
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Table 3-2 . EFOE Density, Atomic AccessibJco Spare, Distortion Index , and Lite 
LUl\10 Level of 4-SubsLiLuted Cyclohcxanones at Lbe HF/3-21G Level 

X 

p::fo 21 F 
22 Cl 
23 Br 

X 24 OH 
25 NH2 
26 SiH3 

Compel X 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3

) fl Et u~ I O 
ax eq ax eq (%) (au ) 

21e F 1.276 0.546 16.7 51.7 32.4 0.15017 
21a F 1.36 0.684 15.5 52.8 31.3 0.16019 
22e Cl 1.096 0.582 16.1 52.7 37.4 0.14399 
22a Cl 0.620 0.487 15.5 54.3 40.8 0.14513 
23e Br 0.804 0.530 15.9 53.5 42 .7 0.1 4838 
23e Br' 0.232 0.056 15.9 53.5 - 30.6 0.1 5312 
23a Br 0.348 0.297 15.6 53.7 ·12.2 0.14223 
23a Br• 0.968 0.345 15.6 53.7 20.0 0.16993 
24e(out)< OH 1.259 0.591 15.2 ;;4.3 31.7 0.15 138 
24e(in )d OH 1.224 0.557 16.3 52.5 31.0 0.15712 
24a(out )' OH 1.296 0.523 14.7 55.6 26.6 0.15224 
24a(in )d OH 1.395 0.636 16.1 54.7 30.3 0.16774 
25e(oul)c :\1-h 1.248 0.581 14 .9 55.0 30.2 0.16103 
25e(in )d NI-b 1.215 0.538 16.3 52.8 29.6 0.16229 
25a(out)< NH2 1.295 0.541 14.4 55.3 27.3 0.16114 
25a(iu)d NH2 1.374 0.613 15.1 54.4 3l.l 0.17230 
26e Sil-!3 0.959 0.399 14.4 55.5 19.3 0.15589 
26a Sil-!3 0.785 0.345 14 .1 54.5 30.0 0.15053 

a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion iudC'x. r Lone pair outside the ring. d LonC' 
pair inside the ring. ' LUMO+ I. 

4.238) is larger tbau that of 24a (oul) (3-21G :J. 407, 6-31G*:3 .8ll) (Table 3-2 aud 

3-3). Conversely, -'of 24e(in) (3-21G: 1.1 88, 6-31G*: 3.415) is smaller than that 

of 24e(out) (3-21G:l.273, 6-31G*:3.589). Tbese trends arc iu very good agreement 

with t he calculated energy differences (D.E) of the Lrausition slate structures of 
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Table 3-3. EF'OE Dr11sity, Ato111ic Accessible Space, Distortion lnd<•x , and t h<· 
LUI\10 Levrl of 4-Substituted CyclohPxanones at. the HF/6-31G* Level 

Compel X 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3

) ob EtutvlO 
(!X eq ax eq (%) (au) 

2le F 1.947 0.246 21.3 44.5 56.4 0.14951 
2la F 2. 151 0.359 20. 1 47.3 55.7 0.15788 
22e Cl 1.943 0.229 21.1 44.9 55.5 0. 1~646 

22a Cl 1.824 0.333 20.4 45.5 58.3 0.1 5 134 
23e Br• 0.001 0.008 20.8 45.2 - 10.5 0. 13436 
23e Br 1.861 0.255 20.8 45.2 57. 1 0.14550 
23a Br• 0.150 0.099 20.2 45.5 6 .5 0.13166 
23a Br 1.894 0.224 20.2 45.5 53.5 0.1 5848 
24e(out )c OH 1.916 0.289 19.7 46.7 56.3 0.1 53,14 
24e(in )d OH 1.862 0.230 21.3 44 .5 55.4 0.15454 
24a(out)< OH 1.961 0.18<1 18.7 47.7 54.3 0.15078 
24a(in )d OH 2.077 0.275 20.0 46.6 55.6 0.16259 
25e (out)< NH2 1.882 0.265 19.6 46.9 55.2 0.1:.;728 
25e(in )d NH2 1.823 0.217 21.5 44.2 5·1.4 0.15797 
25a(out)< NH2 1.970 0.190 19.1 46.6 54.9 0.15 705 
25a(in )d NH2 2.026 0.24 20.6 45.4 51.9 0. 16613 
26e SiH3 0.744 0.085 19.3 47.2 <J0 .7 0.14709 
26a SiH 3 0.864 0.090 19.2 45.8 56.2 0.14492 

a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion indPx. c LonC' pcU r outsid<' the ring. d Lone 
pair inside the ring. c LUl\10+1. 

LiH attack on 4-substitutcd cyclohcxanoncs reported by Houk .35 Dannenberg also 

pointed out the ir polarization values have similar t rends-"9 

To further verify such a corre lation, 6E calcu lated by Houk as well as the natural 

logarithm of t he experimental selectivit y ln (axjeq) were plott.ed against A (Table 

3-4). 

At fi rst glance, one cannot sec relevant correlation in the two plots (Figures 3-2(a) 

and 3-3(a)) . However , when t he point corresponding to 4-ax-clilorocyclohexanonc 
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(22a) an' omitted from the plots, some kind of correlation can be SN'n between 

.6.E, ln(axjeq) and .\ (Figures 3-2(b) and 3-3(b)). Ju a plot of ln(axjeq) against.\ 

calculated at the HF /6-31G* level , the least-square linear regression correlation is 

surprisingly good. The correlation coefficient,. equals as large as 0.96 (r2 = 0.92 ). 

These relationship can be considered as another stroug evidence that the orbital 

extension has signifi cance for the stereoselectivity of six-membered ketones. 
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(a) 
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0 21a 
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~ 0 21e 
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Figure 3-2. Plot of ln (axjeq) and 6£ against A for 4-substitutcd cyclohexanoncs 
at the HF/3-21G level. (a) with or (b) without ax-CI (22a) 
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(a) 
3 0 22a 
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Figure 3-3. Plot of lu(axfeq ) and t;.E against-' for 4-substitut<'d cyclohcxanoncs 
at the HF/6-31G* Level. (a) with or (b) without ax-CI (22a ) . 
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Table 3-4. A, 6.E , and ln (axjeq) of 4-Subst: itutcd Cyclohcxanoncs 

Compel X .\ 6.E" ln (a:cjeq) 
HF /3-21G* 

2le F 1 329 1.3 
2la F 1.405 2.5 1.901 
22e Cl 0. 862 1.3 0. 895 
22a Cl 0.148 2.9 1.992 
23e Br 0. 366 0.663 
23a" Br 0.819 
24e(out) OI-l 1.273 l.G 0.447 
24e(in ) 01-1 1.188 0.9 
24a(out) 01-1 1.407 1.0 
24a(in ) OH 1.542 2.3 1.735 
25e(out) NH2 1.220 1.2 
25e (in) NH2 1.186 0.6 
25a(out) NH2 1.383 1.0 
25a(in ) NH2 1.513 2.2 

HF/6-31G* 
2le F 3.731 1.3 
2la F 4.498 2.5 1.901 
22e Cl 3.721 1.3 0.895 
22a CJ 3.21 5 2.9 1.992 
23e1

' Br 3.399 0.663 
23ab Br 3.536 
24e(out) OH 3.589 1.6 0.447 
24e(in ) OI-l 3.415 0.9 
24a (out) OH 3.811 1.0 
24a (iu ) OI-l 4.238 2.3 1.735 
25e(out) Nl-12 3.472 1.2 
25e(in) NH2 3.276 0.6 
25a(out) NH2 3.843 1.0 
25a(in ) N!-1 2 4.04 '1 2.2 

a E eq - Ert:r in kca l mol 1 . b LUMO+ l. 
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Next we examined romputatiomtlly more· dPmandi ng decalon<' derivati v<•s them-

selves, hoping that s imilar close rela t ionship wou ld be observed. This actually turned 

out to be the rase. Like 4-su bstituted cyclohcxanones, a good linear correlat ion is 

found in a plot of ln (cu-jeq) against .X (Figur<' 3-5(b)). 

Tab le 3-5 . EFOE Density, Atomic Accessible Space, Distortion lnckx , and the 
L t~ I O Level of 4-Substituted l.rans-Dccalones at the HF /3-21 G Le1·cl 

;p!fo X 
15 H 
16 OH 

X 17 OAc 
18 Br 
19 Cl 
20 F 
27 NH2 

Compel X 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3) 66 EtUhiO 

ax eq a.T eq (%) (au) 
15 H 1.162 0.610 12.0 51.2 27.2 0.16570 
20e F 1.161 0.565 13.6 49.3 31.0 0.1 5384 
20a F 1.264 0.709 13.1 51.1 30.0 0.16296 
19e Cl 0.943 0.587 12.8 50. 1 37. 1 0.14 0 
19a Cl 0.503 0.519 12.6 50.3 38.6 0.14963 
18e Br 1.033 0.608 12.5 50.5 32.9 0.15353 
18a Br 1.033 0.608 12 .4 50. 5 36.2 0.15202 
16e(out)c OH 1.157 0.611 12.4 50.7 30.3 0.1 5773 
16e (in )d OH 1.114 0.565 13.1 49.7 29.6 0.16046 
16a(out)< OH 1.164 0.540 12.0 51.0 24.9 0.1 5551 
16a(in)d OH 1.278 0.67<1 12.7 51.1 29.1 0.17041 
27e (out)c NH2 1.132 0.608 12.0 51.4 28.9 0.16393 
27e (in)d 1H2 1.122 0.561 12.9 49.5 28.3 0.16529 
27a(out)" 1H2 1.199 0.582 11.9 51.5 25.7 0.16451 
27a (in )d NI-b 1.283 0.657 12.7 50.6 30.0 0.17481 
a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion indPx. c Lone pair outside thC' ring. 11 Lone 

pair inside thC' ring. 
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Table 3-6 . EF'OE Density, Atomic Acc('ssible Space, Distortion Index , and the 
LUJ\10 Lc\'cl of 4-Substitutcd tmns-Decaloncs at the HF / 6-31G* L('vel 

Compel X 
EFOE de nsity (%) AAS" (au 3

) ri ELU~ IO 
ax eq ax eq (%) (au ) 

15 H 1.708 0.343 14.5 47.3 48.2 0.164 2 
20e F 1. 726 0.327 13.1 45.8 50.7 0.15490 
20a F 1.955 0.458 15.0 47.6 49.9 0.162~6 

19e Cl 1.692 0.326 15. 0 46.6 ~9.5 0.15201 
19a Cl 1.711 0.440 15.7 45.8 52.6 0.15725 
18e Br 1.686 0.340 H. 47.0 48.9 0.15087 
18a Br 1.991 0.300 15.7 45.5 51.5 0. 16084 
16e (out )c OH 1.730 0.379 14.6 47.4 50.6 0.15836 
16e(in )d OH 1.618 0.307 15.4 46.2 49.7 0. 15914 
16a(out)< OH 1.671 0.241 14.2 47.6 47.2 0.15513 
16a(in )d OH 1.911 0.353 15.3 46.8 49.9 0. 16685 
27e(out)c NHz 1.645 0.35 1 14.2 47.8 49. 1 0.16156 
27e( in )d NHz 1.622 0.306 15.5 45 .8 48.7 0. 16318 
27a(out)< Nih 1.761 0.252 14.8 46.7 48.9 0. 16121 
27a(in)d NH2 1.956 0.232 15.5 46 .1 51.9 0. 17143 
a A tom ic accessible spa.ce. b Distortion iudcx. c Lon<' pair outside the ring. d Lon<' 

pair inside the ring. 
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F ig ure 3-4 . Plot of ln (a.x/eq) and 6.E against .A for 4-substituted trans-decal ones 
at the HF/3-21G level. (a) with or (b) without r1x-CI (19a). 
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F ig ure 3- 5. Plot of ln(a.x/eq) and 6.£ against A for 4-substitutccl tmns-dccaloncs 
at the l-IF/6-31G* level. (a) wit. il or (b) without ax-Cl (19a). 
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Table 3-7. A, t1E, and ln(axjeq) of 4-Snbstitutcd tmns-Occaloncs 

Compel X .A t1E" ln(nx/eq) 
I-IF/3-21G 

20e F 1.029 1.3 
20a F 1.094 2.5 1.901 
19e Cl 0.545 1.3 0.895 
19a Cl - 0.016 2.9 1.992 
18e Br 0.697 0.663 
18a Br 0.697 
16e(out) OH 0.965 1.6 0.447 
16e(in) OH 0.922 0.9 
16a (out) OH 1.064 1.0 
16a(in ) OH 1.178 2.3 1.735 
27e (out) NH2 0.911 1.2 
27e(in ) NI-h 0.944 0.6 
27a (out) NI-h 1.099 1.0 
27a(in ) NH2 1.214 2.2 

HF /6-31G* 
20e F 2.871 1.3 
20a F 3.612 2.5 1.901 
19e Cl 2.757 1.3 0.895 
19a Cl 2.735 2.9 1.992 
18eb l3r 2.725 0.663 
18ab Br 3.875 
16e (out) OH 2.849 1.6 0.447 
16e( in) OH 2.523 0.9 
16a(out) OH 2.735 1.0 
16a(in ) OH 3.529 2.3 1. 735 
27e(out) NH2 2.583 1.2 
27e (in) NH2 2.538 0.6 
27a(out) NH2 3.038 1.0 
27a(in) Nl·h 3.772 2.2 

a E eq - E a.r in kcal mol 1 • b LUMO+ l. 
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Substantial dev iation from the linear regression lin e is again found in 4-a:c

chlorodecalone (19a). Th is discrcpaucy may be attribu ted to a byperconjugati vc 

interaction involving a* orbital of the remote C4 C Cl substituen t . This int rac

tion might be of importance only when the 4-cLJ;-subst itueut is Pither chlorine or 

bromine, as their a* levels arc substantiall y lower. A series of transition statr cal

culations seem to support this proposition. Transition state structures of ftddit ion 

of LiH to 4-fluoro-, 4-cbloro-, and 4-bromocydohcxanonc, with su bstituenls Pitlwr 

axial or rqu<ttorial, were optim ized <tl various lcvC'! s of theory. In all t heorrtical 

levels, following features a rc relevant (Table 3-8): 

1. When tbr 4-substitucnt (X) is equatorial, I hC' C X bond lengths ar(' virtually 

the same for both the axial and thr rqu<ttorial transition slat('. 

2. On the other hand , when thr substitu(•nt is axial, large elongation of thr C X 

bond is observed fo r X= Cl or Br in t hr axial transition state structures. Even 

when X = F , marginal elongation is prrsrnl. Such change in bond lrngth is 

not observed in tbr equatorial transition structures. 

These changes in bond lengths indicate th<tt some ekctronic factor is prrsrnt 

only in the axia l transition state of ax ially-substituted substrates. The elongation 

of the C X bond indicates some amount of electron from t he nucleophilc cklocalizes 

into the a(;_x orbital in the axial transit ion state. In F'igure 3-6, contour dia

grams of t he LUMO (LUMO+ l ) at the ground s t<ttc of 4- flu oro-, 4-chloro-, and 

4-bromocyclobcxanone calcu lated at the I-IF'/6-3 JG* level arc depicted. ln thP case 

of t he LUMO of 4-ax-ch loro- and 4-a1:-bromocyclohcxanonc, the a(,_x orbi tal sub

s tantially mixes into the 1r* orbital at the ca rbon yl with in- phase rrlatiouship (F igure 
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3-6(b),(c)). On the other lmnd , no such orbital mixing is observNl in the LU iVIO of 

4-axfluorocyclohexanone (Figure 3-6(n)). These orbital mixings arc thc consequence 

of the lowering of the energy level of the corresponding (J* orbitals. (JC - CI and (Jc- n,· 

are much lower in energy than (JC- F• cnusing large orbital interaction with "c=o· 
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Table 3-8. T he C- X 13oucl Length (X= P, CJ, Br) of 4-Substituted CyclohPxanonps 
at the Ground State and the Transit ion Stat('S 

ground at:-TS eq-TS 
state" C X" 6 "·" %< C X" 6"· w 

ax-F 
3-21G 1.4194 1.4224 0.0030 0.21 1.4184 - 0.0010 - 0.07 
6-31G * 1.3827 1.3866 0.0039 0.28 1.3824 - 0.0003 - 0.02 
~IP2" 1.4128 1.4173 0.0045 0.32 1.4109 - 0.0018 - 0.13 
B3LYP' 1.4073 1.4123 0.0050 0.35 1.4051 - 0.0022 - 0.16 

eq-F 
3-21G 1.4099 1Al07 0.0008 0.06 1.4104 0.0005 0.04 
6-31G* 1.3741 1.3760 0 001!) 0.14 1.3756 0.0014 0. 11 
MP2<~ 1.4043 1.4045 0.0001 0.01 1.4045 0.0002 O.Dl 
B3LYPc 1.3970 1.3945 - 0.0025 - 0.1 8 1.3974 0.0004 0.03 

ax-CI 
3-21G 1.9106 1.9201 0.0095 0.50 1.9085 - 0.0021 - 0.11 
6-31G* L 164 1.8234 0.0070 0.39 1.8166 0.0002 0.01 
~IP2d 1.8036 1.8095 0.0060 0.33 1.8017 - 0.0018 - 0.10 
B3LYPc 1.8443 1.8520 0.0077 0.42 1.8398 - 0.0045 - 0.2'1 

eq-CI 
3-21G 1.8960 1.8973 0.0013 0.07 1.8975 0.001 5 0.08 
6-31G* 1.8045 1.8075 0.0031 0.17 1.8071 0.0027 0.15 
MP2d 1.7963 1.7969 0.0006 0.03 1. 7968 0.0005 0.03 
B3LYP' 1.8306 _ f _ f _ f 1.8289 - 0.0017 - 0.09 

ax-Br 
3-21G* 1.9724 1.9772 0.0048 0.24 1.9716 - 0.0008 - 0.04 
6-31G* 1.9893 1.9983 0.0090 0.45 1.9897 0.0004 0.02 

eq-Br 
3-21G* 1.9639 1.9655 0.0015 0.08 1.9637 - 0.0002 - 0.01 
6-31G* 1.9733 1.976!) 0.0037 0.19 1.9764 0.0031 0. 16 
{t in A. b Difference of the C X bond length at the transition state and that at the ground 

state. c Percentage of elongatiou relative to the optimized bond lengths at tlw ~rou nd stat<:>. 

d MP2/6-3JG* c B3LYP/6-31G* f eould not be lomtcd. 
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ax-X eq-X 

(b) X =CI 

Br 

Figure 3-6. Contour d iagrams of the LUMO of 4-substitutcd cyclohexa.non cs ral
cu la.ted at the HF/6-31G * leve l. (a) X = F, (b) X = Cl, and (c) X = Br. Axially
substituted compounds arc shown on the left a11cl cqufttoria ll y substituted com
pounds on the right. I11 (c), both the LUMO aucl LUMO+l arc shown. 
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3.2 3-Substituted Cyclohexanones 

Cieplak et al. reported tlw reversal of stercoselcct.ivity in nnc!eophilic additions 

to 3-substituted cyclohcxanoncs as well as clectrophilic additions to 3-substituted 

methylenecycloh<'xanoncs. 107
• 

108 When the electron-withdrawing abi lit y of the sub-

slituent at C3 is increased , relative proportion of axial attack increases ( Figure 3-7). 

He interpreted these results in tenns of electron donating abi li ty of tiH' 17c2 c 3 bond, 

which is anti peri planar to the incipient Nu · · ·C bond in the equatorial attack. Elec-

troncgativc substituents decrease electron ci<-nsity of the 17c 2- c 3 bond , so that the 

delocalization of electrons from the 17c2- c 3 bond to the 17* orbi tal of the incipient 

bond is reduced. As a result, t he ratio of equatorial attack decreases and the net re-

suit is the observed increase of the axial attack. On the other hand, Frcnking s lated 

that the stereochemical preference can he understood by the Ft\10 theory based 

on ab initio calculations of 3-fluorocyclohexanonc45 1-l ouk insistPd that the electro-

static interaction is more important and IH'ithcr hyperconjugative 17-assistance nor 

asymmetric orbital extension is necessary for the explanation of the variation of the 

stcrcosclcctivity (Figure 3-8).35
• 

100 

Calcu lated results arc collected in Tables 3-9 and 3-10. Data for 3-methylcyclo-

Nu-
X ratio of axial attack(%)" 

SiMe3 15 

H 2 1 

CF3 50 

Figure 3-7. Typical cxperimentnl results for 3-subst itutcd cyclohcxanonPs. 
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0 

Figure 3-8. Electrostatic attraction proposed by Houk. 

hexanOIH'S, which arc also shown in Tabks 2-11 and 2-12, an' iucludcd again for 

comparison with other 3-substituted mokcules. For X = llic, C F:1, F , and Cl. both 

a.xial and equatorial substitutions were considered. Additionally, all three possible 

conformers with respect to C3 0 axis arc• considered for X = 01110. 

The EFOE ,·alues for the axial side of 29e (X= CF3 ), 30e (X = F), a nd 3le (X 

= Cl), arc all larger than those of 5 (X = ll le) or 28 (X = Bu' ). For instance , t he 

EFOE density of the a.xial side of 29e (X = CF3 ) (3-21G: 1.322, 6-31G*: 1.998) is 

larger than that of cyclohcxanone (3-21G: 1. 275, 6-31G*: 1.940), in agreement with 

t he observed increase of ax ia l selectivity by introducing elcctronegativC' substitucnt s 

at C3. Even larger axial preference is cxpt'cted for 32 (X = OMe), irrespC'ct ive of t lw 

C OMe conformation. In tlw case• of 3-axiall.v substituted compounds, the EFOE 

values for t.h e axial area arc uniformly smaller t.han the corrcspondiug equatorial 

substituted cases, indicating the EFOE values contain steric information to some 

ext~nt.. 

Unfortun ately, except for X = 13u'· and Me, experimental resu lts of simple metal 

hydridC' reduction of 3-substituted cyclo llC'xa uoncs collected in Tables 3-9 and 3-

10 have not bt'en reported in the litemttHC' clue t.o their conformational mobility. 

Thcrt>forc, transition stat.c structun•s of Lil-1 addition of 3-fluorocyclohexanone (30a 
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Table 3-9. EFOE Density, Atomic Accessi hlc Spac,, , Distortion lnd,,x, and the 
LUMO Level of 3-Substituted Cyclohexanoncs at the HF/3-21G Level 

;;:::70 
X 

Compel X 
EFOE density(%) AAS" (au 3

) ob E~. u~1o 
ax eq ax eq (%) (au ) 

28 eq Bu' 1.223 0.609 13.4 55.3 27.9 0.16645 
Sa ax l\le 0.845 0.558 4.2 57.1 25.6 0.16351 
5e eq l\ le 1.261 0.592 14.5 55.5 28.2 0.16455 
29a ax CF3 0.440 0.413 3.7 44.6 29.8 0.1535 
29c cq CF3 1.322 0.592 16.8 51.3 28.0 0.14684 
30a ax F 0.899 0.471 l1 .5 47.7 26.5 0.15854 
30e eq F 1.351 0.579 16.9 53.0 30.6 0.14864 
31a ax Cl 0.990 0.453 10.1 44.9 32.2 0.15064 
31e cq Cl 1.095 0.345 17.0 52.2 14.9 0.12656 
32-l c cq Ol\le 1.333 0.624 15.2 ~4.0 29.1 0.15839 
32-2< cq Ol\le 1.322 0.584 16.4 53.6 30.0 0.16080 
32-3< eq Ol\le 1.266 0.570 14.6 54. 1 31. 0.15743 

a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion index. c Sl'(' th(' figure helow. 

H 

~0 
3 

and 30e) were located at thf' HF/6-31G* level. Four fully optimized transition 

state structures along with their relative energies arc shown in Figure 3-9. Detailed 

data arc presented in Table 3-11. Energies we re estimated by single point calcula-

t ions at the MP2/6-31G* // I-I F /6-31 G* lf've l, which were corrected wit h ?.cro-point 

vibrational energy (ZPVE) com puted at the I-IF /6-31G* level scakd wit h the rcc

ommcnclccl scale facto r for ZPVE conwtion (0.9135). 79 

At the ground state , 30a is energetically tlw most st.abl<'. 1-l owcvcr, the lowest 
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Figure 3-9 . Transition state structures of LiH addi t ion to 3-fluorocyclo lwxanone 
calcul ated at the HF/6-31G* leve l. Selected bond lengths are shown in A and bond 
angles iu degree. Corrected relative enrrgirs (kca.l mol - ' ) are eva lnated at the i\ 1 P2 
level usi ng frozen geomet ri es obtained at t he HF'/6-31G* leve l. 
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Table 3-10. EFOE Deusity, Atomic Acc<'ssibl c Space, Distortion ln<kx , aud the 
LUMO Level of 3-Substitutecl C,vdohexanones at the HF /6-31G* LPvcl 

Com pel X 
EFOE d('nsit y (%) AAS" (au3 ) o& ELLl~IO 

a:c eq ax eq (%) (au) 
28 eq Bu' 1.820 0.316 17.3 47.3 49.6 0.16453 
5a ax ~lc 1.447 0.21 1 7.!J 48.4 52.5 0.16041 
5e eq ~ le 1.884 0.304 18.4 47.8 47.9 0.16333 
29a ax CF3 0.858 0.112 7.2 37.1 54. 1 0.15121 
29e cq CF3 1.998 0.320 19.9 45.7 50.!J 0.14933 
30a ax F 1.504 0.163 16.9 40.2 50.9 0.15615 
30e eq F 2.070 0.283 21.6 45.6 54.0 0.14 893 
31a ax CJ 1.503 0.148 15.0 38.1 55.8 0.149 7 
31e eq Cl 1.865 0.221 20.6 45.5 47.1 0.13697 
32-1 eq OMe 2.017 0.341 18.7 39.7 51.4 0. 15773 
32-2 eq O~ Ie 2.000 0.298 20.3 46.4 52.3 o.l 59n 
32-3 eq O~Ie 1.920 0. 277 18.6 46.5 53.9 O.J569cl 

a Atomic a(·ccssible space. b Distortion indC'x . 

energy transit ion state is that of the axial attack to 30e (TS-3). TS-1 is higher in 

energy by about 3.98 kcal mol - 1 than TS-3. This destabilization can be attributed to 

an elect rostatic repulsion between the hyd ride and 3-axial fluorine (F· · ·His 2.89 A). 

The energy difference between TS-3 and TS-4 is 2.64 kcal mol - 1 , larger than that of 

cyclohexanone (Table 2-9, page 46) , indicating higher selectivity would be observed 

with electronegative substituent , which is in agreement with the experimental resu lts 

as well as t he increase of the EFOE density values. 

With removal of Lil-1 from the opt imiz<'d stru ctures, TS-4 is the most favOI'('(I , 

bu t t he differences with the remaining thrN' transit.iou states <tre very small (ca. 

0. 5 kcal mol- 1) . Therefore, s teric strai n would uot. be a domin ant factor for the 

stcrcoselectivi ty. 
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Ta b le 3-11 . Total Energy. imagi nary Frequency, and ZPVE" of the Transition 
Stale Structures of Li l-l Add ition to 3-Fluoroeyclohexanonc 

TS 
E Freq. ' ZP \ .E' 

(hartrees) (cm- 1) (keal mol - 1) 

TS-1 - 415.895 87 - 575.79 101.30 
- 1-l -LJ1 5.J52 85 
- Li - 408.344 62 
- Li i-J -407.866 10 

TS-2 - 415.899 90 - 664.80 101.64 
- 1-1 -4 15.15 1 35 
- Li -LJ08.352 73 
- Li l-1 - 407.866 24 

TS-3 -4 15.902 45 -590.18 101.4 7 
- 1-1 -415.145 62 
- Li - 408.362 25 
- Lil-1 -Li07.866 08 

TS-4 - 4 15.898 25 -581.10 101.48 
- 1-1 - 415.149 09 
- Li - 408.352 70 
- Lil-1 - 407.866 92 

0 Zero-point vibrational C'nergy. b MP2/G-31G* I / HF /6-310* 

' HF/6-31G*//HF/6-3 LG* 
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3.3 Heterocyclic Compounds 

3.3.1 1,3-Dioxan-5-one and 1,3-Dithian-5-one 

Replacement of the carbon atoms at '3 and C5 in cyclolwxanon!' ring with polar 

clements has been known to result in intriguing stereochemistrie~. Jochims et al. 

reported LiAlH 4 reduction of 2-phenyl-1 ,3-dioxan-5-one (33). 110 The product rat io 

of the equatorial and axial alcohol was 96:4 , showing 33 has extretnely high axial 

selectivity. SubscquenUy, they reported resu lts of the reduction of 2-phPnyl-1,3-

dithian-5-onc (34) .111 In co ntrast to 33 , the equatorial attack was predominant in 

the case of 34 (15:85). This reversal of stereoseb·tivi ty was rationali7.ed by torsional 

st rain between the incipient Nu· · ·C bond and adjacent bonds. 110
•

111 

R--.2~o 

34 \ R =Ph 33 

H 35 36 

These results have been intPrpreted in terms of the Cieplak model as we ll. Ac-

cording to Cieplak 's assumption, the elect ron-donating abilities of the adjacent 

bonds arc in the following order: C S > C J-1 > C C > G 0 26 Therefore, nu-

clcophilc wi ll come from the axial side in the case of 33 , whereas 34 is subj<'rl to 

the predominant equatorial attack sin ce the C S bond is a better ekrt.ron donor 

than the C H bond. 
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Figur e 3-10. Transit ion structures of Li H addition to (a) 1,3-clioxan-5-oue (35 ) 
and (b) 1,3-dithian-5-one (36) at the HF / 3-21 G level. 

Houk et al. reported i\ l i\ 12 fo rce fi eld calcu lat ions of 33 and 34.112 T he agreement 

between experi mental select ivit ies and computational pred ictions were excellent. 

T hey suggested that t he to rsiona l strai n is responsible fo r t he selectiv ity. Follow ing 

this paper , t hey also performed ab initio MO calculations of 1,3-dioxaJJ-5-oue (35 ) 

and 1,3-cl it hiau-5-one (36).109 They successfully located t he transition states of LiH 

add it ion to these compounds. The calcu lated structures indicated t hat the se,·erc 

torsional st rain exists in the eq uatori al addi t ion of LiH to 35 cl ue to shorter C 0 

bonds, which make the six-mem lwred ring fl atter than cyclohcxanone so that the 

ax ial attack would be preferred . On the other hand , in t he case of 36 , the equatori al 

attack is less strained clue to the long(•r C S bonds, which ma ke the di t hian ring more 
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puckNed t han cyclohexanoue. Therefore, the equatorial Mtack would be fnvored for 

36 (Figure 3- 10). 

Tlwy also pointed out electrostatic int<'raction play significant roles in deter

mining the preferred face. This point was further emphasized in the subsequent pa

per.11a They calculated transition stntes of Si l-l [; addi t ion to cyclohexan one, 35 , and 

36 . This r<'action was chosen to mimic pr<'v iousl,, reported experimental alkoxysili

conate hydride reduction of cyclolwxanoncs in the gas phasen Using t hese obtai ned 

structures, solvent effect was estimnted by the self-consistent reaction field (SC RF) 

method deve loped by Wong.11 4 IIG The rela t.i ve energies of the axial and equatorial 

addition to 35 were reversed when the so lvent effect was included. Honk nttributPd 

this reversa l of stereoselcc ti vity 011 go ing from the gas phase to solutio11 to elec

trostatic repulsion between a negative],, charged nudeoph ile and the lone pairs on 

hetero atoms in t he ring. which would b(• t<'mpered by the solv<'n t dfects in solutiou. 

Our calcu lations suggest that tll<'r<' nmy be no need to invok<' electros tat ic a rgu

ments in <'Xplaining the ster<'ochem istries of thes<' com pounds (Tabl<' 3-12). As seen 

in the vnlu<'s oft he EFOE density and the disto rtio11 index, the L UMO of dioxanonc 

(35) is strongly distorted to the axia l side , indicating the frontier orbital interac tion 

is fa r greate r at the axial s ide than at the equatori<tl side. In the case of clithianonc 

(36), the LUI\10 substan t ially ext<'nds to the equatorial side. Tll<'se tr<'nds in or

bital di sto rtion agree with the observed stc r<'oselccti vities for these compounds in 

solution . Electrostatic repulsion may be res ponsible for the sd<'cti vity, but the same 

prediction can be made without it. 
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Table 3-12. EFOE Density, Atomic Acc<'ss iblc Space, Distortion l nd<'x, and the 
LUi\10 L<'vl'i of 1,3-Dioxan-5-o n<' and J ,3-Dithian-5-on<' 

Compel 

dioxanon<' (35) 
dithianone (36) 

dioxanone (35 ) 
dithianon<' (36) 

EFOE clNISity (%) AAS" (au3
) 

a:c 

1.355 
0.092 

1.739 
0.277 

eq ax 
HF / 3-21 G/ / HF /3-21G 

0.312 72 .8 
0.874 11.0 

HF /6-31G * I / HF /6-31G* 
0.243 71.2 
0.834 18.4 

eq 

25.5 
66.9 

26.2 
54.6 

a Atornic accessib le spacc. b Dislortion index. 

66 

(%) 

31.0 
- 28.3 

40.6 
- 20.5 

E~,u~1o 
(au) 

0. 13426 
0.09869 

0.13870 
0.10820 

3.3.2 Othe r Oxygen- or Sulfur-Containing H e te rocycles 

Similar reversal of stereosclecti viti<'s w<'r<' found in 39 42 26• 117 H ~'d ride reduc-

tion of 39 exclusively occurs from the axial side, whereas 40 has a la rgc equatorial 

preference. 41 ha~ somewhat higher axial preference than decalonc itself presumably 

clue to stc ric hindrance of the axial methyl group. On the other band , the re ve rsal 

of stereose lectivity is observed in 42. T hese ste reochemical results arc qualitat ivcly 

reproduced with the EFOE density (Table 3-13) . 
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Table 3-13. EFOE Density, Atomic Accessible Space, Distortion Index , and th(' 
LU i'v!O Level of 37 42 

~0 L:::::ro 
37 38 

~0 ~0 
I I 

39 40 

~o 7$c 
I I 

41 42 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3

) !? ELU~IO 
ax eq ax eq (%) (au) 

HF /3-21G/ / HF /3-21G 
37 1.417 0.402 36.0 31.1 34.7 0.14997 
38 0.358 0.827 12.3 47.7 - 2.2 0.13273 
39 0.801 0.542 21.5 11.5 - 0.5 0.13389 
40 0.320 0.701 14.4 16.0 - 22.8 0.12337 
41 1.163 0.614 12.0 16.3 19.4 0.16739 
42 0.319 0.846 10.5 17.4 - 11.4 0.13864 

HF /6-31G * I / HF /6-31 G* 
37 2.056 0.180 42. 1 27.1 53.6 0.15179 
38 0.834 0.659 18.9 40.7 18.5 0.14319 
39 0.871 0.965 14.0 13.0 - 7.8 0.13921 
40 0.657 0.829 18.0 14.5 - 12.8 0.12674 
41 1.705 0.426 14.3 14.3 37.3 0 16588 
42 0.649 0.829 13.9 14.6 - 3.1 0.14851 

a Atomic accessib le space. b Distortion index. 
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Tlcplitccrnent of C4 with oxygen was exa11Iin ed by Catelani el rd. 118 The propor

tion of equatorial attack in LiAI IJ , n•dnclion are as follows: 43 : 15%, 44: 5%, 45 : 

5.5%. As is shown in Table 3-14 , qualitative agr<'em ents arc agai n obtained for thr·se 

compounds. 

Table 3-14. EFOE Density, Atom ic Accessible Space, Distortion Index , and the 
LUt-.10 Level of 4-Pyranones 

Bu'-;r-d 
0 

43 44 45 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au") 6b EL U~IO 

ax eq aa; eq (%) (au ) 
HF /3-21G / / IIF /3-2lG 

43 1.309 0.605 13.6 52.9 24.0 0.15319 
44 1.378 0.605 16.5 54.3 24.2 0.15490 
45 1.354 0.619 15.7 53.9 24.1 0.15602 

HF / 6-31G* I / I-I F /6-31G* 
43 1.984 0.310 17.4 47.9 51.6 0.15277 
44 2.026 0.326 21. 7 46.2 49.4 0.15596 
45 1.969 0.341 20.7 45.8 48.6 0.15680 

u Atomic accessible space. b Distortion index. 

Cieplak pointed out the possibility t hat the electron donation from the lone pairs 

of oxygen at the 4-posit ion to the a* orbitnl of t he incipient bond fncilitates t he axial 

attack. The energy levels of the LUMO seem to have no such symptom of orbital 

interaction. 
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3.3.3 3-Piperidones 

ThC' dfC'cts of a lkyl substi t ution of 1,5-dialky l-3-pipcridonC's on the stereose!C'c-

tiv ity WNe reported 26 As thC' size of t he alkyl group on nitrogen becomes largN, 

tbC' ratio of the equatorial attack marginally increases. This trend ran a lso be S<'en 

qualitativC'ly in the slight deCJ·case in thC' EFOE densities for tbC' axial sick of thC'S<' 

compounds. 

Table 3-15 . EFOE Density, Atomic Acc<'ssiblc Space, Disto rtion lnci<'x , and the 
LUII!O Levd of 3-PipNidonC's 

R,--~o 
R, R2 

46 H H 
47 Me Me 

R2 48 Et Me 
49 ~Pr Me 
50 1-Bu Me 
51 1-Bu 1-Bu 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3 ) 66 ELLJ~ I O 

ax eq {IT eq (%) (au) 
HF/ 3-21G / / HF /3-21G 

46 1.266 0.502 30.2 43.7 30.4 0.16564 
4 7 1.293 0.514 30.5 42.9 29.7 0. 16539 
48 1.272 0.515 30.0 43.2 30.5 0. 16764 
4 9 1.240 0.543 25.2 43.9 29.0 0.16830 
50 1.229 0.540 25.6 44.2 29.3 0.16822 
51 1.212 0.536 24.6 43.0 30.1 0. 16993 

HF /6-3 1G* I / HF /6-31G* 
4 6 1.851 0. 171 42.8 33.4 55.3 0.16153 
4 7 1.816 0.237 40.1 34.4 49.7 0. 16478 
48 1.786 0.233 39.5 34.4 50.9 0. 16704 
49 1.755 0.261 34.0 35. 1 49.2 0. 16790 
50 1. 754 0.225 36.6 33.8 50.5 0.16719 
51 1.710 0.231 36.3 32.9 50.'1 0.16782 
a Atomic accessible spacC'. b D istortion index. 
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3.3.4 4-Piperidones 

Effects of 2- and 6-alkyl groups upou tlw stercosdectivity of 4-pip<•ridones and 

N-mcthyl-4-pipericlones were examined by Geneste et a/. 119 The experimental se-

lcctivities of NaBH,1 reduction ar<' summariz('(l in Tabl<' 3-16. As the number of 

m<'thyl group incr<'ases, the ax ia l prdcr<'nC<' decreases. This is pr<'sumably clue to 

steric bindranc<' of the nearby methyl groups which intervene the axial approach of 

hydride. 

Table 3-16 . Experimental Selectivity of 4-Pip<'riclon<'s 

R, .----:0 

R'---N~ 

R R, R2 
52 H H H 
53 H H Me 
54 H Me Me 
55 Me H H 
56 Me H Me 
57 Me Me Me 

Compel % ax % cq 
4-piperidones 

52 90 10 
53 
54 

86 

56 
14 
44 

N -methyl-4-pipcridones 
55 92 8 
56 86 14 
57 55 45 

Calcu lated data a re shown in Tabl<' 3-17. Dccr<'ase of the EFOE d<'nsity for the 

ax ia l s ide with increasing the number of methyl gro up agrees with t he experimental 

trends. To sec this rehttionshi p more clearly, a plot of a natural loga rithm of I he 

ratio of the experimental axial a nd cquittorial selectivity (ln (a.o-jeq)) aga inst )I ( = 
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Tab le 3-17. EFOE Density, Atomic Acces~ible Space, Dis tortion Index, and t!I<' 
LUi\10 Level of 4-Piperidones 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3

) bb ELUMO 

a:c eq ax eq (%) (au) 
IIF /3-21G/ / HF /3-2 JG 

52 1.373 0.607 15.9 54.7 26.6 0.16352 
53 1.292 0.618 13. 1 52.9 26. 1 0.16377 
54 1.240 0.629 11.0 48.6 26.2 0.16409 
55 1.349 0.596 16.5 54.4 26.9 0.16204 
56 1.284 0.599 13.5 52.2 26.4 0.16228 
57 1.226 0.577 11.2 48.6 26.5 0.16263 

HF/ 6-31G* I / HF /6-31 G* 
52 2.069 0.284 22.4 44.6 53.1 0.16066 
53 2.009 0. 312 17.3 46.7 52.6 0.16051 
54 1.906 0.332 14.1 46.4 52.4 0.16061 
55 2.038 0.269 23.0 44.5 53.4 0.15892 
56 1.997 0.2 7 17.6 ·l6.3 52.9 0.15 
57 1.879 0.302 14.3 45.4 52.6 0.15901 
a Atomic accessible space'. b Distortion index. 

EFOE(ax)Z- EFOE(eq)2
) was considered . Figure 3-11 shows this plot. Although 

the number of points might not be suffici<•nt , it shows a good correlation between 

t hose wtlues. This clearly suggests that the orbita l effect is also operative in these 

heterocyclic systems. 
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(a) 
3 

0 4-pipcridone 

55 In (axleq) = 5.04 A- 5. I 9 
0 52 r2 = 0.8 I 

~ 2 56 

" • g 53 • N-methyi-4-piperidone 

E In (axleq) = 5.67 A- 5.97 

r2 = 0.86 

" " 54 
Iii 57 

0 
I . I 1.2 I .3 I.4 1. 5 I .6 

). 

(b) 3 0 4-piperidone 
55 , 

In (axleq) = 3.05 A- I 0.4 

56 52 
r2 = 0.97 

2 
53 . , 

, 
~ • N-methyi -4-piperidone 
" ]_ In (axleq) = 3.36 A - I I .6 

E r2 = 0.99 

3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 

Figure 3-11. Plot of In (axjeq) ngainst A of 4-pipcriclones and N-methy i-4-
pipericloncs. (a) HF/3-21G, (b) Tl F/6-31G*. 
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3.4 Adamantanones 

In order to separate electronic factor and steric factor associated with t lw str re

oselectivity, le Noble et al. uavc r<'portcd a series of papers in which th<'y mflinly 

concern<'d a number of adamantan<' dcrivatives. 120· 121 sing stcricall y ri gid frame

work, both fac<'s of the carbonyl ar<' assumed to be ste rically equivalent. Therefore, 

only electronic factor arising from the introduction of remote C5 substituC'nts would 

be <'XJWCted to be of significance in tl]('se model compounds. They in vestigated 

nuclroph ilic additions,2n, 122 127 electrophilic additions, 120• 128 radical rapture reac

tions,12n thermal and pbotocycloadditions and rearrangements,121 · 130 1:14 and rate of 

solvolysis1:ls , l36 of substituted ndamautane d<•rivatives, and nucleophilic additions 

to substituted azaadamantanon<' derivatiV<'S as w<'ll. 137 139 They interpreted the ob

served ste reosckctivity in terms of hypcrcoujngativc tJ assistance of the adjacent 

C C bonds, a notion proposed by Ci<'plak 26 They postulated that since steric envi

ronments of both faces arc almost identical , attacking reagents would preferentially 

com<' from the side which is anti to more electron-donating ally lie C C bonds. How

ever , importance of hyperconjugative intNactions in reductions of aclamantanones 

bas recently been questioned based on a t borough 13C NMR chemical shift s tud y 

by Adcock,40 and an extraordinary high se lectivity observed in azaadamantanone 

N-oxide (96:4) was revealed not to bC' originated from the differC'IlCC' of cl<'ctron do

nating ability of the C C bonds, but simply from the different st('ric bias !)('tween 

tlw two faces. 140 

To estimate how much extent orbital factor plays a role in reactions of adaman

tanoncs, we have carried out calculations of several achunantanone clerivativC's. T he 
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results arc shown in Table 3-18 aucl 3-19. 

Table 3-18. EFOE Density, Atomic AcT<'Ssib!!' Space, Distortion Ind ex, aucl llw 
LUMO Level of Adamantanoucs nt the IIF/3-2JG Level 

Compel 

58 
59 
60 
61 

62 

63 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

X 

1-1 
F 
Cl 
Br(LU!VlO) 
(LUl\10+1) 
OH(Cs) 
OH(CJ) 
NH2(Cs) 
NI-I2(C,) 
CN 
Me 
Si l-h 
5-aza 
4,9-di-c!X-F 
4,9-di-eq-F 

67 68 69 
EFOE density (%) 
syn anti syn anti 

0.955 0.954 11.0 11.0 
0.930 0.907 12.5 10.2 
0.498 0. 790 12.2 10.5 
0.141 0.405 11.9 10.8 
0.841 0.458 11.9 10.8 
0.955 0.917 11.7 10.8 
0.917 0.894 12.3 10.4 
0.934 0.892 12.2 10.6 
0.951 0.922 11.5 11.0 
0.987 0.910 11.8 10.8 
0.969 0.920 11.4 11.2 
0.619 0.34 '1 10.9 11.'1 
0.989 0.931 11.5 10.3 
0.598 0.890 7.0 8. 1 
1.199 0.867 13.7 10.4 

a Atomic accessible space. b Distortion indC'x. Th(' 8yn face is positi\'C. 

{} ELUMO 

(%) (au) 
- 0.2 0.17095 

3.5 0.15845 
14.4 0.15055 
28.8 0.15060 

- 14.6 0.16266 
3.0 0.1 6288 
1.7 0.16426 
0.3 0.16882 
1.2 0.16829 
1.1 0.15357 
0.0 0.1 7010 

15.1 0.16316 
1. 7 0.16583 
1.4 0.15708 

12.6 0.14073 

According to the AAS values, stcric environment for both faces is virtually the 

same, but slightly favorable for the syn attack. Orbital distortion S!'Crns to have 

nothing to do with the selectivity. 

Comparison of the EFOE data with t he experim ental se lectiv ities is not stmight-

forward. This is clue cb ieHy to rather small select ivities for almost a ll compounds. lu 
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Table 3-19. EFOE Density, Atolllic Accessib le Space, Disto rtion Index , and the 
LUMO Level of Adamautanoncs at the HF/6-3JG* Level 

Compel X EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3) {jb ELlJ ~IO 
syn anti syn anti (%) (au) 

58 H 1.097 1.099 11.1 11.1 - 0.1 0.17132 
59 F 1.066 1.078 12.0 10.4 2.8 0.16053 
60 Cl 0.910 1.1 37 11 .9 10.4 4.3 0.15780 
61 Br(LUi\10) 0.001 0.010 11 .8 10.6 50.7 0. 13360 

(LUi\10 + 1) 1.231 0.946 11.8 10.6 - 0.2 0.15746 
62 OH(Cs) 1.108 1.055 11.2 10.9 3. 1 0.1641 5 

OH(C 1) 1.045 1.000 11.9 10.4 1.4 0.15859 
63 NH2 (Cs) 1.072 0.932 11 .7 10.3 0.4 0. 16776 

Nl·h (C1) 1.103 1.011 11 .1 10.9 1.3 0.16751 
64 CN 1.176 1.006 11.7 10.6 1.0 0.15294 
65 !Vic 1.153 0.996 11.2 10.7 0.4 0.16984 
67 5-aza 1.156 1.054 11.5 10.2 - 1.2 0.16651 
68 4,9-di-ax-F 0.691 0.960 SA 7.2 1.4 0.15885 
69 4,9-di-eq-F 1.381 0.961 11.8 10.2 18.5 0.1-1322 

a Atomic ac(·essible space. b Distortion index. T he syn face is positive. 

any event, the agreement of the experimental se lectivities and the pred iction based 

011 the EFOE densities is not very good. Elect ron withdrawing substitucnts such as 

flu orine arc known to cause inc rensc of proportion of the syn attack, whereas t.he 

EFOE density of 59 at t he HF /6-31G* level is slightly larger at the anti side, not 

at t he expected syn sid e. For X = Cl (60), the EFOE density is larger at the anti 

side, wh ich is again opposite to the experimenta l selectivi ty. The decrease of the 

EFOE density at the syn side of 60 rn ay be att ri buted to the fact t hat the LUMO 

bas a large component of the u(:_c;1 orbital as in the case of 5-chlorodccalonc (19) 

(see section 3.1 ) . Therefore, the EFOE density at the syn side somewhat decreases 

(Figure 3-12). The mixing of the O"c- x orbital of a substituent is abo observed in 
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61 (X= Br). In this case, the LU~ IO is approximately made up of on ly tlw u(; lh 

orbital since the "c-Br orbital is substantially lower in energy than tlw u(. ct orbital. 

The next LUl'viO (LUJ\ 10+1) is built up mainly from the 7r* orbital of the carbonyl 

along with small contribution of the u(;_ 13 , orbital. Therefore the EFOE density 

of the next LUJ\10 should be used in this case (Figure 3-13). Stereosdedivity of 

5-azaadamanlanone (67) was reported to be dependent on the nucleophilic reagent 

used. l\lcthyllithium preferentially adds to 67 from the anti side to yit>ld Z alco

hol as a major product (syn:cmti = 45:55), whereas reduction witb NaBH4 is .syn 

selective (62:38). 137 The EFOE vaiii('S an• 1argrr for the syn face , i.e., the correct 

face in the case of NaBI-!4 reduction. 5-Cyauo- (64) and 5-mcthyladamantau-2-onc 

(65 ) was reported to be slightly .syn selective, suggesting a methyl group has a weak 

electron-withdrawing nalurc40 In these cases, the EFOE va[u(•S arc relatively in 

good agreement with the experimental selectivity. 5-Si lyl group causes nuclcophilcs 

to attack from the anti face. whereas tlw EFOE density is l<ugcr at the syn fare. 

This is probably the result of tlw mixing of the low lying u*c- s; orbital iuto the 

LUMO. The selectivity of 4,9-dihalo-substitutccl adamantanoncs was reported re

cently.127 The axial disubstitution gave prcdom iuant anti attack clue to the large 

steric hindrance around the carbonyl, whereas the equatorial disubstitution resulted 

in the predominant syn attack . These cases were examined with 68 and 69 as model 

compounds. The resu lts are in qualitative agreement with the experiments. 

To gain further insight into the principal effect which differentiates the two faces 

of adamautanones, transition structures of LiH addition to 5-fluoroadamantau-2-one 

(59) were fully optimized at thc HF /3-21G and I-IF /6-31G* levels of theory, and 

relat ive energies between the syn and auti additions were estimated with t he J\IIP2/G-
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0 

3-2JG ~' 6-3 JG * 

3-2 JG 6-31G* 
(b) LUMO+I 

Figure 3-12. The LUMO and LUMO+ l of 5-Chloroaclamantan-2-onc. 
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3-2 1G 6-3 1G* 

(a) LUMO 

3-2 1G 6-3 1G* 
(b) LUMO+l 

Fig ure 3-13. T he LUMO and LUMO+l of 5-Bromoadamantan-2-onc. 
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Table 3-20. Total and ZPVE Corrected Rdativ<' Energy" of Transit iou State of 
Lil-l Addition to 5- Fluoro-2-adamantanonc 

.>yn TS anti TS .6.Ed 
E~ ZPVE< E" ZPVE' 

l-IF/ 3-21G - 565.463 48 150.22 - 565.462 70 !50.24 0.50 
I-IF / 6-31G * - 568.586 61 150.62 - 568.586 22 150.63 0.26 
;-. tP2/ 6-31 G*' - 570.249 70 - 570.249 41 0.19 
B3LYP /6-31G*f - 572.091 11 - 572.090 75 0.23 

a using r<'Commended scale factors in ref 70. b in hatreC's. ' in kcal mol 1 d E ant 1 -

E,"" in kcal mol - 1 ' MP2/6-3 JG*// HF'/6-3 IG* f il3LYP/6-3JG*//HF/ G-3IG*. 

31 G* and B3LYP /6-31G* theory using Llw optimized geonwt rics at t he I I F/ 6-31G* 

level. 

The calculated relative energies between the syn and anti additions arc in very 

good agreement with the observed select ivity (62:38, l\aBI-1 .1 in l\ leO J-1 at 0° or in 

i- PrOl-1 at RT).29 However, close look at tlw two optimized st ructures sugg<'sts that 

no variation in hypcrconjugative intNart ion is present between these two transition 

states. Specifically, C1 C9 bond is elongated to be 1.550 A in the anti TS. The 

same degree of elongation is observed in the sy n TS (C1 C8: 1.551 A). Furthermore, 

I-I - ·· ·C2 is 2.030 A in the anti TS and 2. 032 A in the syn TS, and no diA.ercnce is 

observed in the C F bond lengths. These fncts s trongly suggest thnt the a--electron 

donation from t he antiperipl anar <7c- c bonds to the vacan t o-~,l..c, orbital , which is 

proposed by le Noble as a decisive factor for the selectivi ty, is of no significance for 

the face selectivity of 59. 

The origin of the transition state enNgy difference is uncertain . It may be that 

electrostatic interaction is responsible in this case. However, it is clear that the 

Cieplak model is not valid in t his case. 
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Syn TS 

17 1.3 - 17 1.6 

F igure 3-14. Transition State St ructures of Lil-1 Addition to 5-Fiuoro-2-
adamantanonc calculated at t lw I-IF / 6-31 G* level. Bond lengths arc shown in A, 
and bond angles and tors ion angles in degrc<'. 
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3.5 7-Norbornanones 

Anolh<'l" stu ely of 1r-facial stcr<'oscl<'c1 ivity of ste ri cally unbiased rig id cyclic com-

pounds has been reported by l\'kh ta et al. T hey inv<'sl igatcd face selectivity of endo-

substituted 7-norbornanonc30 and 7-alky lidenenorbornane deri vativ<'s. 141 Both faces 

of these compounds arc assumed to be sle ri cally equivalent due to a constraint im-

posed by inflexi ble bicyclic frameworks. Hence, they may be su itable model com-

pounds to eliminate unwanted factors othPr than a purely electronic one. 

70 R1 = R2 = COOMe 
71 R1 = R2 = CH20CH3 

R1 =vinyl , R2 =ethyl 
72 R1 = R2 = vinyl 
73 R1 = R2 =ethyl 

R 
84 0 
85 NH (out) 
86 NH (in ) 
87 CH2 
88 CMe2 

!Vlehta asc ribed the observed ste reoselectivity to the hyperconjugative stabiliza-

Lion by tbe antiperiplanar CJ bonds (i.e., t he Cieplak model). Namely, electron-

withdrawing substit uents decrease <' iect rou densit ies of t he CJc- c bonds, causing 

the attack ing reagent to come from t he syn face. If t he substit uents arc electron-

donating, t he reverse is true. 

On the other hand, Paddo u-Il ow et al. mtionali zed the stereoselectivity in terms 

of electrostati c in teraction.36 Th ey performed ab initio calcula t ions of severa l tra n-
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(a) (b) 

0 

R R 

Figure 3-15. Schematic representations of hyperconjugative a--assistance in 7-
norbornanones. (a) R = electron-withdrawing group, (b) R = clectron-donnting 
group. 

Table 3-21. Experimental Results of Nucleophi lic Additions to 7-~orbornanones" 

Compel 
syn: anti ratio 

NaBH 4
6 LiAII-l4 c (t-BuO)JLiAIW 

70 84:16 87:13 77:23 
71 40:60 
72 36:64 35:65 34:66 
73 25 :75 
74 20:80 21:79 29:71 
rt Ref 30. b in MC'OJ-1. t: iu dr.v Et2 0. 

>90:<10 
34:66 
27:73 

17:83 

sition state structures of Lil-1 addition to 7-norbornanones. The calculated relative 

energies of the syn and anti addition wNe in agreement with the observed sc l~ctivity. 

Since there is no geometrical difference around the carbonyl, they stated that the 

torsional effect, which is important in cyclohcxanones, is of no significance in tltese 

sys tems. The calculated relative energies were heavily clepeudent on t.he orientation 

of the polar substituents, which cannot be accounted for in terms of the Cieplak 

model , as the ori entation of the substitncnts wou ld have no correlatio n with the 
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eh·tron-donatiug abi li ty of t he aliy lic C C bonds. In stead, they insisted that. the 

predominant attack occurs from the side where a preferable ekclrostatic intPract ion 

exists . 

VVe have been interested in t hese sys tems and studied several norbornanones 

computationally. Tables 3-22 and 3-23 show the calculated data. C, symmetry 

was imposed on the molecular geometries of 72 , 74 76 , 78. 80 83 to shorten the 

time required for the geometry optimization. Therefore, the calculatPd properti es 

of molecules having flexible substituents (such as vinyl (72), ethyl (74), etc.) would 

not refl ect the values at the global minimum. However, they cou ld be used for , at 

least, qualitative arguments. 

As intuitively relevant, s tPric environments of the two faces are almost equal 

as can be seen in the AAS values, though t he syn face is generally slight ly more 

congested than the anti face. 

Examination of the EFOE values suggests following points: (i) in the case of 71 

(R = CFhO!Vl e), 72 (R =vinyl), and 74 (H = Et. ), the anti preference is qualitatively 

n•procluced (see Table 3-21 ). The ratio of the experimental anti attack increases in 

this order, so docs the EFOE value for these compounds calculated at the II F /3-21G 

level. However, those com puted at the l-IF/6-3JG* levrllack this sys tematic trend , 

which can easily be seen in corresponding,\ values ( = EFOE(syn) 2 - EFOE(nui"i )> 
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Table 3-22 . EFOE Deusity, Atomic Acc-essibiP Space, Distort ion I nd£•x, and the 
LUMO Level of Bicyclo[2.2.1]heptanones at the HF/3-21G level 

Compel R 
EFOE density (%)" AAS~ (au3) or EI.UMO 

syn anti syn anti (%) (nu) 
70 COO!\ I c 0.457 0.777 17.7 15.3 - 23.7 0.15130 
71 C I-I 20Mc 0.908 1.060 16.3 16.5 3.7 0.1 6482 
72 vinyl 0.33.J 0.663 14.7 16.6 - 34.3 0. 14733 
74 Et 0.904 1.076 14.4 17.8 4.3 0. 16828 
81 i'd c 0.962 1.038 14.5 17.0 - 2.5 0.16825 
75 F 1.257 0.929 21.4 17.0 11.8 0. 13539 
76 Cl 0.644 0.328 18.0 16.1 - 27.5 0.09398 
77 O I-l 1.196 0.959 18.7 18.2 6.3 0.15244 
78 C l-1 2F 0.886 1.942 16.1 15.8 2.7 0.14900 
79 Cl-bOI-1 0.899 1.072 13.4 16.2 2.0 0.1564 '1 
80 COO I-I 0.453 0.776 17.7 15.3 - 23.9 0.14613 
82 Of\le 1.188 0.976 18.3 17.9 8.5 0. 15963 
83 Sil-13 0.540 0.37'1 12.8 18.9 - 27.5 0.13542 

84 0 1.092 0.950 28.3 16.0 3.0 0. 15555 
85 11-I (out ) 1.053 1.014 26.1 16.4 - 2.3 0. 17075 
85 11-l (in ) 0.923 1.038 21.9 17.6 - 8.0 0.15991 
86 C l-1 2 0.930 1.076 21.7 16.8 - 3.8 0.17399 
87 Cl\1e2 1.095 1.923 18.6 16.1 - 1.6 0.17627 

0 Lattice unit is 0.1 A. b Atomic arcessib!C' spac(' . c Distortion index. ThC' syn face is positive . 

) (Table 3-24 ) . The A for 72 (R = vinyl) obtained at the I-IF/ 6-31G* is unexpectedly 

small. T his may be t he result of mixiug of t he 1r* orbi ta l at the viny l moiet ies into 

the LU!\10 nt t he cnrbonyl, which is indicated by tlw decrease of the EFOE ntlucs 

for both sides of the molecule . 

The EFOE values for other molecules a re generally in agreement with tiH' ex per-

imental results or the computed relativ£' energies reported by Padclon-Row el. al.36 

The effect of the ek ctroni c natmc of endo substituents is qualitati vely reproduc-ed , 

i.e., elect ron-wit.bdraw ing substitucnt.s inneasc the syn attack , whe reas elcct.rou-
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Table 3-23. EFOE Density, Atomic Acc<'ssibk Space, Disto rtion Index , and the 
LUl\10 level of Bicyclo[2.2.1]lwptanon!'S at the HF/6-31G* Level 

Compel R EFOE density (%)" AAS0 (au3) 6c E~. u~ 1 o 
syn (Inti syn (Inti (%) (an ) 

70 COOl\ le 0.385 1.127 14 3 15.4 - 26.4 0.1 5609 
71 C!-1 20!\ le 0.806 1.316 14.3 15.6 1.8 0.16540 
72 vinyl 0.239 0.821 13.0 16.5 - 40.5 0.14757 
74 Et 0.795 1.371 12.8 17.0 5.8 0.16949 
81 l\le 0.753 1.287 12.7 16.5 3.3 0.16 51 
75 F 1.583 1.102 18.6 15.7 22.3 0.13916 
76 Cl 1.154 0.523 14.6 15.6 -2.6 0.11775 
77 OI-l 0.402 1.517 14.3 15.5 - 26.0 0.15062 
78 CH2F 1.225 1.003 15.7 16.9 4.9 0.15358 
79 CH20H 0.758 1.326 14.1 15.6 - 0.6 0.15209 
80 COOH 0.784 1.359 13.4 16.2 - 0.8 0.15918 
82 OMc 1.337 1.081 15.6 16.6 11.8 0.16073 
83 Si!-13 0.408 0.222 11.9 17.5 -39.0 0.13346 

84 0 1.202 1.227 22.7 16.7 -8. 7 0.16313 
85 .'111-l (out ) 1.181 1.269 21.9 16.3 - 3.0 0.17436 
85 NH(in ) 0.880 1.394 18.2 18.1 - 15.3 0.16338 
86 CH2 0.905 1.'133 14.3 15.6 - 7.9 0.17612 
87 CMc2 0.647 1.462 15.8 15.8 - 4.3 0.17928 

o Lattice' unil is 0.1 A. b Atornic accessible spacP. c Distortion index. T he syn fa ce is positive. 

Table 3-24. Experimental Selectivity and Calculated A 

Compel R. 
Exp." A 

syn:anti 3-21G 6-31G* 

71 CH20Mc 40:60 - 0.299 - 1.082 
72 vinyl 36:64 - 0.328 - 0.617 
74 Et 20:80 - 0.342 - 1.240 
• Na.B H, rcducliou iu McOH (sec Table 3-21.) 
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donnting groups force the reagent to ntt>tck from the anti side. For instan~c , 81 ( 11 

= 1\ le) has marginal anti selectivity ,14 2 which is correctly pred icted with the larger 

EFOE density value at the antz side of 81. lt should be noted here in this case 

methyl group has dectron-donatiug character in contras t to 5-nwthyladamautan-2-

one (65) (see section 3.4 ) . In the case of 75 (R = F) , where the syn attack would 

be expected from the electron-withdrawing nature of fluorine , the EFOE value pre

dicts the predominance of the syn attnck. T ransition s tate calculations of addition 

of Li l-1 to 75 support this predicl ioit (6E = E.,,. - Esyn = 4.3 kcal mol 1 nt the 

1-I F / 6-31G* level. ) 

Discrepancies between the qualitat ive prediction based on th(' EFOE densit y and 

experimental selectivity or transition stat(' calculation a rc found in three caS('S. Ex

perimentally, 70 (R = COOi\!C' ) has high syn sd('ctivity indep('nd('nl of t)l(' r('action 

conditions (Ta bk 3-21 ). On the other hand , the EFOE density a t tlw syn side of 70 

turn('d out to be unexpect('dly t.oo small. This may be due to tlw effect of two esl('r 

groups which possess low lyiug orbitals. Tlw pr('dominance of the syn attack for 70 

can also be attributed to the dectrostntic effect pointed out by Paddon-Row36 or 

Mehta. 142 It is worthwhik to conuncnt on the d istortion index of 70 . Tb(' 6 valu(' 

of 70 is large negative value, indicating tlw LUl\10 at the carbonyl carbon strongly 

di storts to the anti direction. In contras t to this, Dannenberg r('ported using llw 

PPFMO method that the polarization of the p orbital of the carbonyl carbon slightly 

directs to the syn side which agrees to th(' experimental sd('ctivity.S9 However , he 

also admitted that the value of polarizntion is quite small and CV('n rev('J'S('d with 

other rotamers. This correct polarization may b<' an a rtifact due to the use of the 

ST0-3G basis set. In the case of 83 (f! = Sii-I J) , t he anti attack was predicted 
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based on the transition state calculations, 36 wheren~ t he EPOE cknsity ptwlicts the 

syn attack. Th is may also be due to the substantial mixing o r the low lying orbitals 

or silicon to the LUMO at the carbonyl. T he sdcct ivity or 85 (N!l (out )) is com-

plicated. Exclusi1·e syn attack was reported for N Ph clerivalive, 1'13 and transition 

slate calculation of 8 5 also predicted syn attack, though the energy diff"crence was 

too small (ca . 0.2 kcal mol - 1
). 36 The EPOE density at the 3-21G level predicts syn 

attack, whereas that at 6-31G * level predicts the reverse preference. 

Tab le 3-25. Predicted Selectivity with the EFOE Values, Experimental Selectivity, 
and Predicted Selectivity wi th Calculated 6E 

Compel R EPOE" Exp~ .!',.£< 

70 COOi'vle anti syn sy n 
71 C H20Me anti a uti 
72 vinyl anti anti anti 
74 Et anti anti 
81 i\le anti anti anti 
75 F syn synd 
76 Cl syn 

77 OH anti 
78 C l-12P syn syn 
79 Cl-1 20 H a.nti anti 
80 COO I-I allli anti 
82 OMe ant i 
83 SiH 3 syn anti 

85 NH (out) anti sy ne syn 
85 Nl-l (in) anti anti 
86 C l-b anti anti anti 
87 CMc2 anti anti 

• HF /6-31G*. b Dala for 70 74 are lakcn from ref 

30, 8 1 from ref 142 , 8 5 87 from refs 144 and 143. c 

Ref 36. d T his work. ~ NPh iu the experiment. 
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3.6 4,4-Disubstituted Dienones 

During the course of total synthesis of antitumor anti biotic anworosin, Wipf 

et al. found some interesting selectiv ity in 4,4-d isubst.itut.ed dienones. They invest i

gated this curious slcreosclccti vily usiug followin g model compounds and performed 

mokcular orbital calculations as wel l." They suggested electrostatic in teraction is 

responsible for the selectivity based on the linear relationship found bet ween cal

cu lated dipole moments and the natural logarithm of the ratio of the observed 

sclcdivities . 

OMe 
0~ 

OBz 

0~ 
OH 

0~ 
Me Me Me 

88 89 90 

0~0 0~ 
OTMS 

0~ 
Me 

91 92 93 

Face selccti,·ities of the above compounds using various metal reagents reported 

by them vary substantially with the r<'agents used (Table 3-26), but the reduction 

of 88 by NaB H4 and LiAII-! 4 showl'd virtual ly no selectivity. The calcula t,,d EFOE 

val ues for 88 at t he HF /3-21G level quite nicely reproduce this result (Table 3-27). 

The EFOE method docs not incorporate effects of reagent , since it relies on t]](' 

early transition state assumption and reac tant-like transit ion state. This assumption 

may be valid for simple metal hydride reductions with sterically nondcmanding 

nucleophilcs such as TaB H4 or Li AI II 4 . 

This method would not be intcndl'd to be applied to reactions whose transition 

slates appear late or to the cases whrre interactions between substrate and reagent 

would be fairly large. The fai lure of t he EFOB model in reproducing high n selec

t ivity observed in Grignard reactions may be attributed to the rl'snlt. of the neglect 
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Table 3-26. Experimental Results of Face Sckctivity of Dienones. 

dienouc nucleophilc a/(3 
88 l\1e!V!g8r 4.8:1 
88 Na8H 4 or LAH 1:1 
88 II C=:Cl\ IgBr 1:1 
88 H9 C,1C=:CLi 1.1:1 
88 Phl\IgBr 3.6:1 
88 leLi / THF 2.1:1 
88 lvleLi/Et20 3.3:1 
88 BnOCH2Li 3:1 
89 llleMgBr 8.6: 1 
90 M,•MgBr 10.1:1 
91 Mel\IgBr 32:1 
92 l\IeMgBr 7.9:1 
93 l\ IeM gBr 17.7:1 

Table 3-27. EFOE Density, Atomic Acccss ibk Space, Distortion Index. and the 
LU!\10 Lc1·cl of Dienones (HF/3-21G). 

Compd 
EFOE density (%) AAS" (au3) {} LUJ\10 Ic,·c! 

a (3 (l (3 (%) (au) 
88 0.545 0.522 66.4 56.3 ~ 12.9 0.08105 
89 0.536 0.513 65.6 61.9 ~ 13.4 0.08136 
91 0.517 0.483 65.7 62 .3 ~ 1.3 0.0627 
92 0.540 0.516 65.9 55.8 ~ 3.5 0.07880 
93 1.038 0.521 44.1 58.7 ~0.9 0.07584 

11 Atomic accessible space. b Distortion index. The a face is positive. 

of reagent 's characters or the defornwd transition states of these reactions from the 

ground slate geometries. However, it should be commented that the selectivities arc 

well-replicated by the EFOE values in the case of NaB H. and LiAIH4 reductions as 

well as C C bond formation s using alkynyllitbium reagents. 
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3. 7 Benzoheptenones 

In contrast to the geomet ri cal similarity to cyclohcxanone, benzocycloheptenotw 

derivntives show an intriguing sten'oselectivit y. Honk et al. reported a combined 

work of forcP field model calculations of 94 96 and experimental resu lts of reductions 

of 95 96. 145 Since local environments about the carbonyl group of these compounds 

seem to be roughly identical to that of cyclohexanone, it is expected t hat t he axial 

attack is predominant. On th e other hand , the equatorial preference was observed in 

all cases except for 94. These selectivities were a lso successfully prPdict.ed by 1111VI2 

calcu lations . Houk insis ted t hat t he torsional strain suggested by Fclkin is responsi-

ble for the selectivity and neither transi tion state hypt'rconjugat ion nor orbital effect 

is necessary for the explanation of the selectivity. However, this view was severely 

criticized by Cieplak, who stated that the axial face of benzocycloheptenonPs a rc 

very dissimil ar to that of cyclohcxanone and Uw results can also be explicable with 

hi s model. 108 le :'>loblc poi nted out possible involvement of 1r orbitals on benzene ring 

which coord in ate to the li thium catio11 at the ini tial complex formation. 123 

R, 
94 H 
95 Me 
96 Me 

Calculated data for 94 ;wei 96 arc summ ari zed in Table 3-2 . The large orbi tal 

di sto rtion to Lbc axial sidP in each case suggests that the orbital dis tortion model 

fa ils to account for the cx perinwntal selectivity. Tltc AAS vallt<'S a.t the ax ial side 

arc less than half to those of cyclohexanone (19.4 au 3 at 6-31G* level) , indicating 
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steric hindrance shou ld play a substantial role for the dctenninalion of tile stercose-

lectivity. T his decrease of the AAS values is t iH' resul ts of t be ring puck<•ring which 

is S('('ll in X-ray stru clnre r('port('d by Houk. 1'15 The larg('r EPOE d('nsity valu('s 

for th(' equatorial sidf' CO IT('c tl y pr('(lict the ('quatorial prefC'ren ce of 96 . Though 

Houk's 1M2 calculation p1wlicted th(' equatorial preferenc(' for 94, LIH' EPOE val-

U('S suggest the axial attack would be favored. Unfortuuat('ly, the selectivity of 94 is 

not verifiab le with experim('lll , and furtbermore no high kvC'! t ransition stat(' com-

putational results have not bePn r('ported for th<'S(' com pounds. Furth er detail<'d 

information in any form shou ld be needed to extend a meaning ful di scussion on th is 

subj('ct. 

Tab le 3- 28 . EFOE Dens ity", Atomic Accessible Space. Distortion Index", and the 
L 1\10+2 Level of Bcnzocyclob(' ptenones 

Compel 
EFOE density (%) AAS0 (au3) be 

ax eq ax eq (%) 
HF /3-21G/ / HF /3-21G 

H (94) 0.952 0.802 7.7 63.8 15.8 
di-eq-Me (96) 0.664 0.887 5.0 36.6 13.2 

!IF /4-31G/ / HF /3-21G 
H (94) 0.884 0.5 0 7.7 63.8 
d i-eq-Me (96) 0.579 0.741 5.0 36.6 8.0 

HF /6-31G* I / HF / 6-31G* 
1-1 (94) 1.586 0.603 10.3 56.9 42.6 
di-eq-Me (96) 0.863 0.930 5.5 36.4 2 .6 

(l LUM0 +2. b Atomic accessible space. c Distortion ind(•x. 

ELli~I0+2 
(au) 

0.16432 
0.16618 

0.16398 
0.16117 
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3.8 Miscellaneous Cyclic Ketones 

Yano et al. reported that sod ium borohydride reduction of tricyclo [S.2 .0 .0Jnon-

3-en-6-one (97) gave 95% of endo alcohoJI'" In this case, hydride preferentially 

comes from the more hindered side (A) (sec Table 3-29) . They did not comiiH'nt on 

the r<•ason of the selectivity. Cieplak later provided an interpretation that electron 

donation from the 1r orbita l of the double bond s tabilizes the transit io11 state of the 

endo attack. Our calculation suggests that the LUi\10 at the carbonyl is distorted 

to the preferential side (A). Therefore, the frontier orbital theory correctly predicts 

the stereoselectivity of 97. Note here the EFOE values at the 3-21G level give an 

incorrect assignment. 

fJ 
0 

97 

-
en do exo 

OH 

95 % 5 % 

Varech et al. reported the reduction of 2-methylbicyclo [2 .2.2]oc tanone (98). 1'17 149 

In this case, uudeophile preferentially approaches from the more hindered side of 

the carbonyl (syn to the methyl group). This stereosclectivity can be understood in 

terms of both the distortion index and the EFOE density, which arc both larger at 

the syn side. This orbital di stortion is presu1T1ably caused by the proximate methyl 

group , whicL forces tLe 2s orb ital of the carbonyl carbon to mix into t he LU!I IO at 

the carbonyl with in-phase fashion. 
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NuciPoph ilic add itions of bicycio[3.2. 1 Joctan-8-one (99) and bicycio[4.2. l ]nonan-

9-one (100) are known to proceed prefNent iall y from t lw ste rically less hinc!Pred 

side (A). These preferences may be all rihuted to the large s teric hindrance at the 

less preferred side (B) which is inclicatrd by the significantly small AAS values at 

tlw less preferred face. This can a lso be pictorially indicated by t h(• space-fi lling 

models of these compounds (Figure 3-16). 

(a) 

~ 
99 A B 

(b) 

100 A B 

F ig ure 3-16. Space-fi ll ing models of tbe two faces of 99 and 100 . 
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Table 3-29. Data for !Vlisce llaneous Cycii <' I<eLon<'s" 

97 98 

99 100 

Compd 
EFOE density (%) AAS0 (au3) be ELU~IO 

A 13 A B (%) (au) 
0.514 0.605 11.7 20.6 31.7 0.14355 

97 
0.801 0.695 15.3 19.8 31.1 0.14422 

0.955d 0.598<1 7.6 21.0 9.0 0.16752 
98 1.354d 0.439d 8.2 17.2 26.7 0.16427 

l.llOd 0.541 d 34.5 5.6 9.1 0.16796 
99 1.318d 0.596d 29.5 6.2 12.9 0.1674 

0.988" 0.088<1 49.8 1.2 12.1 0. 16196 
100 1.097<1 0.138<1 42.8 2. 1 14.3 0.15989 

a In each compoun d, the uppt'r row corrC'sponds to data at the HF /3-210 level 

and th(• lower row a.t thP HF/6-31G* !C>vt'l. 11 Ato111i r accessible spacP. 

c Distortion index. d La.tUcc unit is 0. 1 au. 



Concluding Remarks 

The origin of the 1r-facial diastt>reoselertivity of hyd ride reduct ion of cyclic ke

tones has been scrutinized in this work. In contrast to the recent disputes ou this 

subject, the stereoselectivities of many six-membered ketones have been re,·caled to 

be generally governed by the froutier orbital interaction between the LU~IO of tlw 

substrate ketones and the HOi\10 of the hydride. 

For the purpose of quautitative evaluatiou of this effect, the ExlPrior Frontier 

Orbital Extension (EFOE) model has been introduced. The variation of the EFOE 

values for both faces of the carbonyl has been shown to be a good indicator as to 

the predominance of the LUMO effect upon the determination of the preferential 

course of hydride reduction using stcrically undemanding reagents in general. The 

linear relationship between the EFOE values and the experimentally determinC'd 

activation enthalpy differeuces gives its physical meaning, which allows one to gain 

insight into the contribution of the orbital dfect at the initial stage of the react ion to 

the activation enthalpy difference which is directly related to the observed product 

ratio. 

Even in the case of ste rically unbiased rigid ketones or those with polar sub

st itnents, the LUMO seems to piny some roles for t he selectivity. Other factors such 

118 
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as st.eric or electrostatic facto r sr•em to be of im portance in scvt' ra l cas<'s where the 

var iation of the orbital extension is margi na l. 

Hyperconjugative stabi li zation, which const itutes the central part of both the 

Felkin-Auh and the Cicplak model has been revea led to be of secondary importance 

compared to the fontier orbital effects. \Ve arc currently investigating the generality 

of this finding using not on ly cyclic ketones but a number of acyclic carbonyl com

ponnds as model systems. Tentative results clearly show that the hyperconjngative 

interaction is indeed not important in general. Detai led results will hopefully be 

pu blished in d ue course. 
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Appendix A 

Computational Details 

~lolecular coordinate data w<'re produced with (' ilh<'r of th<' following two meth

ods. 

• Z-matrix written by band 

• Using BUILDER module of Spartan 15 1 

All the geometry optimizations W<'re performed using standard grad ien t opti

mization techniques with Gaussian 92 ,152 or 94 77 suite of programs, or Spar tau ver

sion 2.0, 3.0, or 4.1.1 151 Standard built-in basis sets (ST0-3G ,153• 154 3-21G , 155 157 

4-31G, 158 161 6-31G*, 6-31G** 158 162
) were used exc<'pt for bromin<' , for which basis 

set of Huzinaga et al88 (43321 / 4321 / 311 *) was employed for calcu lations at the 

I-IF /6-31G* level. 

Molecular orbital coefficients n!'<'ded for th<' EFOE calculations W('n' obtained 

through single point ab initio calcu lations using Gauss ian. 
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Calculations of the EFOE density, AA valu<'s, di stortion in dice:; W(•re JH'rfortn<'d 

with our original program. Th is program was originally writt en by Prof. S. Ton10da, 

and subsequently amended for us<' on work~tations by Dr. JVI. lwaoka. It was 

improved for efficiency and several additional routin<'s wer<' cr<'ated by the auth or. 

Ab initio calculations were carri<'d out on the followin g workstations: 

• Sun i\1icrosystems SPARCstation 2 

• Hewlett-Packard HP / 9000 model 715 

• SiliconGraphics Indigo (R4000) 

• SiliconGraphics Power lndigo2 (R8000) 

For large and time-consuming calculations, especially transition slate geometry 

optimizations and their vibrational freqn(•n cy analyses were performed on the !B i\1 

SP2 workstations at the Computer Center of the Institute for i\lolecular Science in 

Okazaki , Jnpan. 

Graphical visuali zation of molecular s tructun•s was mainly clone using Xi\ lol 

(version 1.3.1), 163 Spartan and rvlolclen 3.1 161 on Un ix workstations. 

Contour diagrams of molecular orbitals were produced with i\1olden 3.1. 
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